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ABSTRACT
Values for the normal isovector axial vector form factor gA(Q2) are 
calculated from the leading order perturbative QCD hard scattering 
amplitude and some previously reported models for the nucleon 
distribution amplitude, some of which have been derived from QCD sum 
rules. The values obtained from each of the distribution amplitudes gives a 
result that is consistent with the data extrapolated to high momentum 
transfer. The axial vector form factor is around one and one half times the 
proton's magnetic form factor in all the models which is also in accord with 
the data.
We also calculate the isoscalar axial vector form factor GA}(Q2). 
Again we calculate the hard scattering amplitude to leading order in 
perturbative QCD and convolute that with various models for the nucleon 
distribution amplitude. There is no data at the present time with which to 
compare the resulting form factors; however, there is interest in knowing 
the value since the isoscalar axial vector form factor plays a role in some 
nonstandard weak interaction models. We find the result to be about half of 
that for the isovector axial vector form factor.
The nucleon-delta electromagnetic transition amplitude is calculated 
using the same method as in the other cases. However, in this case, the 
hard scattering amplitude is known, and we use the method of QCD sum 
rules to develop a model for the delta distribution amplitude. We use these 
results with the same nucleon distribution amplitudes to get a value for the 
transition amplitude. We also carry out the same calculation for the 
lowest-lying negative parity states with both isospin one-half which 
corresponds to the Su(1535) and isospin three-halves. Compared to the 
results for the nucleon, the delta, and both the higher-mass negative parity 
cases are less asymmetric with the isospin three-halves states being 
consistent with the asymptotic form. The results for the nucleon-delta 
transition amplitude are found to be consistent with the available data as 
are the results for the nucleon-Su(1535) transition amplitude.
NUCLEON AXIAL VECTOR FORM FACTORS 
AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSITION AMPLITUDES 
IN PERTURBATIVE QCD
INTRODUCTION
In the late 1950's, the increasing number of known hadrons caused a 
search for organization schemes. A scheme suggested by Gell-Mann1 and 
N e'em a n 2 1961 in which the particles are classified according to 
representations of SU(3) met with some success. This led to the 
suggestion3’4 that hadrons are composed of constituent particles: three of 
them for baryons and two for mesons. The three types of particles 
composing the 3 of SU(3) were the now well-known three lightest flavor 
quarks: the up-, down-, and strange-quarks. The idea of subparticles solved 
some outstanding problems, in addition to imposing some order on the 
chaotic collection of "elementary" particles. For example, the anomalous 
magnetic moment of the proton could be calculated to within reasonable 
agreement with experiment. However, the quark model created problems, 
too. One major snag was the contradiction of the Pauli Exclusion Principle 
by the totally symmetric wave function of the A++, made of three parallel- 
spin up-quarks in an S-state. This forced the postulation of a new internal 
degree of freedom5 which was later named "color".6 As the quark model 
began to gain acceptance, naturally questions were raised as to the 
dynamical properties of quark interactions. The properties that were 
eventually uncovered were very different that those of electrodynamics.
In QED, the forces on charged particles become stronger as the 
particles become closer. Experiments in the late 1960's seemed to support, 
however, a theory which showed that this was not the case for the
2
3interactions between quarks.7 J.D. Bjorken had derived some results for 
deep inelastic scattering cross sections for leptons on nucleons8 which 
Feynman later obtained from an intuitive model called the parton model.9 
According to Feynman, Bjorken scaling, as it was called, resulted from 
nucleons behaving as a collection of weakly-interacting pointlike particles 
called partons. These were later identified as the valence and sea quarks, 
plus gluons, the neutral mediating particles of the strong force. 
Calculations by others based on the assumption that quarks are free within 
hadrons were also in agreement with experiment. This point was 
exacerbated by the fact that no lone quarks had been detected. How could 
the quarks be loosely bound and yet unable to escape their parent particle?
The answer came in the form of a non-Abelian gauge theory, the 
prototype of which had been introduced by Yang and Mills in 1954.10 The 
particular gauge field theory governing strong interactions among quarks 
was named Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the "chromo" indicating its 
gauge group: color SU(3). That is, the quarks and the particles mediating 
the strong force, the gluons, interact via their color charge. In the early 
1970’s, it was shown11 that gauge theories of this type exhibit the property of 
asymptotic freedom. That is, the effective coupling constant which 
measures the strength of the force between particles actually shrinks as the 
distance between the particles decreases, and grows as the distance 
increases. This explains how the quarks could seem free within the 
hadrons, and yet gives some reason to believe that they may be confined.
The proof of asymptotic freedom meant that the short-distance (high- 
energy) regime could be treated perturbatively in the running coupling 
constant a 8. The complete theory including the infrared region, though,
4was, and still is, harder to treat. Much effort has been put forth to glean 
some information about the non-perturbative aspects of the theory. Some 
qualitative success has been obtained, for example, from bag models, in 
which confinement is approximated as an infinite potential at some radius 
with the quarks moving freely inside.12 Another approximation that has 
been useful has been to expand in 1/N where N, the number of colors, is 
increased from three to infinity.13 This simplifies the theory, but still not 
enough to enable the equations to be solved exactly. Lattice gauge 
theories,14 in which the space-time continuum is discretized and the 
calculations are carried out numerically, are more of the many theoretical 
attempts that look promising.
One method that was introduced in 1979 by Shifman, Vainshtein, 
and Zakharov, and which will be used here is called QCD sum rules.15 It 
will be used to gain information about the wave functions of various 
particles, wave functions not being accessible by perturbative QCD. In 
particular, models for the distribution amplitudes will be found, where the 
distribution amplitude of a particle is the momentum-space wave function 
integrated over the quarks' transverse momentum. The idea behind this 
procedure is not to attempt to solve QCD from first principles, but to put 
ignorance of the nonperturbative effects into a few parameters which can be 
determined by experiment. These parameters, the so-called condensates, 
are vacuum expectation values of quark and/or gluon operators whose 
values are zero in standard perturbation theory. The results are obtained 
by calculating the vacuum expectation values of polarization operators with 
the proper parity and spin properties in two different ways: once by
saturating with quarks and once with hadrons. A search is then made for
5a region of intermediate momentum transfer in which the two results can 
be matched. This matching constrains some of the moments of the 
distribution amplitude from which a model for it can be extracted.
The QCD sum rule method has been used previously to calculate 
various quantities including light meson properties, i.e. masses and decay 
constants, baryon masses and magnetic moments, properties of open heavy 
flavor mesons and charmonium and bottonium spectroscopy. See Ref. 16 
for a list of references. Correct results have been obtained to within twenty 
or thirty percent16 making this method as good or better than other non- 
perturbative methods available.
Having a specific model for the distribution amplitudes of various 
hadrons allows the calculation of form factors and transition amplitudes. 
It can be shown that these quantities can, to leading order, be expressed as 
a convolution of the distribution amplitude, containing the soft (low 
momentum transfer) contributions to the process in question, and a so- 
called hard scattering amplitude which can be calculated perturbatively. 
The distribution amplitude, being a property of a particular particle, does 
not change for different processes, while the hard scattering amplitude 
contains the information concerning the interaction and must be 
calculated separately for each process.
In this work, the hard scattering amplitude is calculated for two 
cases: for the isovector axial vector form factor17 and for the isoscalar axial 
vector form factor.18 The hard scattering amplitudes are then used with 
various models for the nucleon distribution amplitude. These include a 
simple model which is symmetric among the quarks like the asymptotic 
form and also some developed through QCD sum rules by other
authors.19,20'21 In the isovector case, using these different models for the 
distribution amplitude gives a new way to test and compare them with 
experiment, while in the isoscalar case, where no data are yet available, we 
get some predictions which could help in planning experimental tests of 
non-standard weak interaction theories which contain an extra Z°.
Then model distribution amplitudes for the delta, and for the lowest- 
lying negative-parity isospin one-half and three-halves states are obtained 
from QCD sum rules.22 These distribution amplitudes are used in 
conjunction with previously-calculated hard scattering amplitudes23,24 and 
nucleon distribution amplitudes19,20,21 to get a result for the nucleon 
electromagnetic transition amplitudes to the other resonances. These 
results are compared to experiment in the case of the A(1232) and the 
isospin one-half state. Agreement between the calculation and data is 
found to be satisfactory, although better data and at higher would be a 
more stringent test of the results. Data are not yet available to compare 
with the isospin three-halves state.
CHAPTER I 
Calculation of gA and
In order to define the isovector and isoscalar axial vector form factors 
we look at the axial vector current
A^(x) =q(x)y(lY6(-jX,)q(x)
For the isovector charged and noncharged currents this gives
A (l(x) = d(x)y(ty6u(x)
and
(3 )
A h (x) = -j(u(x)Y(lY6u (x )-3 (x )Y |tYBd (x))  ^
and for the isoscalar part we have
(S)
A n = j(u(x)YnY6U<x) +3(x)YHYBd(x )) 
where u and d are up and down quark fields, respectively. The form factors 
are defined in terms of matrix elements of these currents between nucleon 
states. For example,
(n(pU/)IA'l(0)lp(pA)> = u )i((p/(g A(Q2)Y,lY5+gp(Q2)qY]u,(p)
where n and p are for the neutron and proton states, p and p' are the 
incoming and outgoing four-momenta, and X, and X/ are the incoming and 
outgoing nucleon helicities. Also Q 2 s - q 2  where q is the momentum 
transfer, and p+q=p' from momentum conservation. gA and gp are the 
isovector axial vector and isovector pseudoscalar form factors, respectively. 
The form factors for the isoscalar and neutral currents are defined
7
8analogously. A term proportional to (p+pO^T5 is zero due to hermiticity and 
time reversal invariance. In order to obtain an expression dependent only 
on gA, we calculate the plus component of the axial vector current A+ 
where the plus component of any four-vector x is defined as x*=xO+x3, and 
then work in a frame where the coefficient of gp, q+, is zero. This is possible 
for spacelike q. Putting in explicit forms for the spinors we get
(nlA +(0)lp) = 2p+g A
and
<S)+ . (S)
(plA (0)1 p) = 2p Ga
The form factor Ga is not independent of gA and can be related to it using 
an isospin rotation giving
r
A 2 g
/ g \
Ga and gA will be calculated here.
I.A. Factorized Form for Form Factors
In this section we motivate writing the form factors in terms of a 
convolution of the distribution amplitudes and hard scattering amplitude 
as such:
g /Q % ^ < n (p O IA \0 )lp (p )>  = J[dxIdy]iWy11Q!)T„5(x.,y.,Q!)<Nx.,Q!)
(1.1)
A few definitions are first in order. We define for any four-vector
x±= x 0 ± x 3 and x i = ( x 1,x2)
Using this notation, we have
x11
2
y |l = 5<x+y- + x_y +) - x i - y A and x*= x+x - - x ±
9in the usual metric g00= -g 11= -g 22= -g 33= l. We choose the incoming 
nucleon momentum to be very large and along the positive z axis so
p . + m* m2„
p=  (p+,p_,0 1) where p - = ------?—  = —r
P P
and mn is the mass of the nucleon. The momentum transfer due to the
axial current, since we are working in a frame where q+ is zero, is
2 .  _ 2
q = (0 ,q ~ ,q x) and so Q s - q = q x
Note that Q2, which will be large in cases of interest, will still be small 
compared to pz. By momentum conservation, the momentum of the 
outgoing nucleon is
p'= (p+,p'“,q x)
The three incoming and three outgoing quark momenta are, respectively, 
ks =(xip+,kr,kix)and lj =(yjp+,lj,lji + yjq1) i,j=  1,2,3 
where the xj and yj are the light-cone longitudinal momentum fractions
k < d x. = —r an  y = —r
i  p + p +
See Fig. 1. We also define the distribution amplitude
<t.(x,,QI) = J ‘>'tdki m x i,k i i ) (i2)
where T  is the nucleon wave function. The Q2 upper limit on the integral 
indicates that we are not interested in cases where q is less than the relative 
quark momentum since the individual quarks are not distinguishable by 
the axial particle. The measures are
rd2^ ,i l[ d k j =  16n35(E  +E +E )fX 3
i„i ibx
and
10
H5
FIG. 1. A schematic representation of the process of a nucleon interacting 
with an axial current, e. g. W" + p -» n.
11
[dx] = dXjdXjjdXgSd -  x t -  x2 -  x3) 
where the delta function expresses the fact that the sum of the quarks' 
momenta must equal the nucleon's momentum. <D is normalized by the 
wave function's normalization condition:
J t « d k J W * 1.k u )f -  /Cdxldk j ‘ + (VAf ) =PSq
where P3 q is the probability of finding the three-quark Fock component of 
the nucleon. Tjj5  is the hard scattering amplitude for the axial vector 
interaction (hence, the subscript 5) which will be discussed further below.
We start with 
g k(Q2)=  2^r(n(p')l A*lp(p))
= J[M dy][dk1][dl1JP'(y1, l11)Tt(q,x.,k |1,y| ,l.i m x .,k  u )
where 2p+Ts is the three-particle irreducible form factor for qqq—>qqq. See 
Fig. 2. We expand the wave function in terms of a projection operator p  
that projects it onto the distribution amplitude:
(p'F)(x.,k .x) =
= 8 (1*^)5 (k 2x)(16x3) <E>(xPQ )
We use the wave equation for the wave function
'P = G W
where V represents a general set of interactions and G is the nucleon 
propagator. The idea is that additional interactions must not change the 
wave function since it  already represents an infinite number of 
interactions. From this the wave function can be written as 
'f  = ^  + ( l -p ) 'F = p 'F + ( l-p )G W .
12
2p+TB =
%
FIG. 2. Some examples of lower order time-ordered three-particle 
irreducible diagrams contributing to 2p+T5.
13
Substituting this into itself gives
¥  = + ( 1 - p)GVp»F + ( 1 - p )G V (l-p )G W .
We can substitute in as many times as we want, giving an expansion in the 
operator (l-p )G V . We call the number of factors of this operator in a given 
term n.
Looking first only at the n=0 term for each wave function in  the 
expression for gA gives
gA = J [dx][dy][dkx ][dl1](pvF)‘ (y, ,1  ^)T5(q, x ,, ku , ys, l i± )(p'F)(xi ,ka )
= J[dx][dy][dkx][dl1](16jc3)282a i i )52(l21)a>*T6(16ic3)282(k11)82(k21)cl)
= J[dx][dy]«l>*(yi,Q2)T6(q »xf, ka , y, ,lu )<D(Xj, Q2). 
To lowest order in the coupling constant (see Fig. 3a) we can write from 
momentum conservation
T r = 5 ( x 2 -  y 2 ) 5 * ( E 2 ±  -  -  y 2s  -  y  -  r 3i  -  y 3s  5
where quark 1 is chosen as the struck quark, i.e. the quark interacting with
the axial vector current. This gives
Jdxldx2dx3dyldy2dy38 ( l -  xt -  x2 - x 3)S(l - y ^ y , -  y3)
2  _ / (0 )  2 
x<D*(y.,Q yT^ 6 (q ,x1,y 1,k 11= r il = D)<l>(xi)Q )
The solution to the evolution equation for the momentum-space p a rt of the 
distribution amplitude can be written in the general form
(KXj.Q2) = x 1x2x 3£ a npn(x i)
- v ,
f  f  W
l n l Q*2 v A j j
where the are a complete set of orthogonal polynomials in  the  
momentum fractions, an are numerical coefficients, and th e  yn are  
calculable and different for each p o l y n o m i a l . 25 From this we can see th a t
14
(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
(3d)
««♦«
" V
A
«
t ^ r -
s :
FIG. 3. Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c show examples of time-ordered diagrams 
contributing to 2p+TB which vanish due to not having all quarks connected 
by gluons. Fig. 3d shows examples of lowest-order nonvanishing diagrams 
contributing to 2p+T6.
15
the fact that X2=xg=yg=yg= 0  from the delta functions makes the <|>'s and thus 
gA° itself vanish. For the same reasons, any diagram that does not have all 
three quarks connected by gluons as in Figs. 3b and 3c will be zero. The 
lowest surviving order, therefore, has two gluons and is CXg4) as illustrated 
in Fig. 3d.
Taking the second term in the expansion for one of the T's gives, for 
example,
g1;  = J[dxIdyIdk1Id l1](^Y)*(y.,l.1)T6[ ( l -  p)G V]p'F(x.,ku )
= J[dx][dy]<I>,(y.,Q2)T6(xi,y .,ka  = l u =0,Q)[(l-p)GV]<D(xi,Q2)
There are two ways to connect all three quarks. We can either keep two 
gluons in V and none on T5 (see Fig. 4a) or one each in V and T5 (see Fig. 
4b). Similarly, we can expand the outgoing distribution amplitude and get 
the opposite time ordering (see Figs. 4c and 4d).
Additionally, 0(,g4) contributions can be gotten from taking the n=l 
terms in both ^P's, and using one gluon in each V. See Fig. 4e. Finally 
0(g4) contributions also come from expanding one T to n=2 and one to n=0 
and letting each V be 0{g2) as in Figs. 4f and 4g. The operator p  acting on 
GVO will give zero because the quarks' transverse momenta are fixed in 
such a way that they are not collinear as long as Q2*0.
Notice that the sum of these terms gives every possible time ordering 
of graphs with one attached axial vector boson and two gluons connecting 
the three quarks. We can thus group the terms such that we have a set of 
all Feynman diagrams in which the quarks are all connected. Let us 
define the hard scattering amplitude TyS as the sum of all such terms. 
With this definition we have come to the form for the axial vector form
16
(4b)
(4d)
(4a)
(4c)
(4e) (4£)
(4g)
FIG. 4. Examples of nonzero diagrams contributing to the expansion of gA- 
Vertical dashed lines indicate no overlap in time ordering of vertices.
17
factor given in Eqn. 1.1.
In the next section we calculate Ths to 0(g4). There are forty-two 
diagrams for this process. They can be generated from the seven diagrams 
shown in Fig. 5 by adding the cases where the weak boson couples to each of 
the other two quarks and adding the time reversed case of each diagram. 
Only fourteen of the forty-two diagrams are nonzero, and only four of those 
need to be calculated since the other ones can be obtained from symmetry 
between the two same-helicity quarks and between the incoming and 
outgoing states.
I.B.i Calculation of Ths
We first go through the diagrams which are zero. We use the 
formalism of Farrar and Neri (Ref. 26) which makes the evaluation 
particularly simple. The Weyl representation for the gamma matrices is 
used:
' 0 I ' O
l - < n f I o ^
II
<1 o ,
Y = IO
ii
, 0 - I  ,
and spinors are written as
where T + and are two component spinors and 'F+(_) is zero for minus 
(plus) helicity states. We also define two-by-two matrices 
Y^=(I,To) so that £  = p 0I±  a • p
Products encountered in the evaluation of diagrams are reduced to one of
FIG. 5. Lowest-order Feynman diagrams contributing to TH5. All other 
lowest-order contributing diagrams can be obtained from these through 
symmetries.
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two possible forms. For an odd number of y  matrices we have
' F y y *  . . .Y tln'F i =  ^ Y t 1 Y±* • ••Y *°'* 'i± 
and for an even number
' F r Y ' V  • . . Y ^ i  =  . . . Y t " ^  •
For contracting y's of opposite "chirality" in different strings, w e can  u se
the identity
(Yh+)#(Y-)u = 25iI8jk (1.4)
so that, for example, u ^+Y|l_ua+u b,_Y!tub_ = 2uJ.+ub_u£._ua+. If the y  m atrices 
that need to be contracted have the same chirality, the situation is a little 
more complicated. The idea is to first reverse one of the lines as follows. 
We start by taking the transpose and inserting c 2c 2 = 1 between matrices: 
[uJ±Y?,...YU“ui±]T = Uir±a2a2Y£‘lD a2a2... a ^ Y ? 11 a2a2u;±.
Then after using o2y£t° 2  = Yn± and defining u± = ia2u j, we have for the 
original expression ui1±YS“...Y£,uf±. Note that the chirality of the y  m atrices 
is reversed, and we can again use the identity for different chirality  y  
matrices. An example is
U»'+Y|i-U.+Ub'+Y-Ub+ = uI-+Yn-U,+ub+Y£ub.+ = 2ul.+ub.+u£+ua+.
We first show that the diagrams shown in Figs. 5b, 5c, 5f, and 5g are 
zero for the weak boson attaching to the positive helicity quark, and Figs. 
5a-5f are zero for the boson attaching to the negative helicity quark. Note 
that when the positive helicity quark is the struck one, we choose quark two 
to be the negative helicity quark.
All of the vanishing diagrams except 5b for the positive helicity 
struck quark and 5e and 5f for the negative struck quark are zero for the 
same reason. They each have a gluon attaching two parallel same-helicity 
quarks. A diagram with this property will have an overall factor of the
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= 0 .
form [u* (p t)y£ A][u*(p2)Yh?B] where A and B are products of y matrices and 
spinors. Using the line reversal rule and the identity given in Eqn. 1.4, 
gives [ul(p1)Y?A][BtymU±(p2)] = 2[u^(p1)u±(p2)][BtA]. The two spinors u(p,) 
and u(p2) will be the same modulo overall factors since they are parallel 
and have the same helicity, and we get
uI(Pi)u±(p2) = ui(px)ic2Ui(p2) « (a* b*)
So the contribution from these diagrams is zero.
Figure 6 specifies the notation for the diagram of Fig. 5b with the 
positive helicity quark struck. Again p lies on the z-axis. We choose p' and 
q to lie in the x-z plane and call the angle between p' and the z-axis 6. 
Assuming the quark masses to be negligible, we have for the spinors
- ,rcos(0 /  2)^
"o - r
u+(p) = ^ 2E^
u_(p') = y2Ep.
u_(p) = 
-sin (0 /2 )>
Kb
u+(p') = -N/2E^ and
cos(012) j
sin(0 / 2)y
Using these spinors and Eqn. 1.3, we find 
P±uT(P) = uI(P)PT=0
P±u±(P) = 2Epu±(P) (1.5)
uI(P)P± = 2EPul(P). 
where P is either p or p'. We also have YsU±(p) = ±u±(p). Using the 
Feynman rules appearing in Appendix B we see this diagram s 
contribution is proportional to
'Ml3)Ynu+(k3)u_(l2)Yv(k2 + k3 - l 3)Y,‘u_(k2)u+a i)Yv(k1 +q)Y*7 5ii+(k1) =
uI(l3^ -U +(k3)uI(l2)Yv+(k2+k3- l 3)_Y!;u_(k2)ut(l1)Yl(k1 + q)+Y X (k 1). 
Using Eqn. 1.4 twice gives
4u*(l3)u_(k2)u*(l1)(k2 + k3 - l 3)_u+(k3)u!(l2)(k1 + q)+Y^ u+(kj).
Now it can be seen that u+(lx)(k2 + k3 - I 3)_u+(k3) is zero since l x and 13 are
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FIG. 6. Diagram specifying the notation used in showing that Fig. 5b with 
the positive helicity quark being struck vanishes. Quark helicities are 
indicated to the left of each quark line.
parallel, making u|di)I3 vanish in accordance with Eqn. 1.5 and similarly 
for the other two terms.
We now look at Fig. 5e with the struck quark having negative helicity. 
In this case the contribution is proportional to
uKlalYHu+fkaluldalYXfkaluKlilY^di + 12 -  k2)_Y,n.(ki + q)_Y+(-u_(ka)) = 
4uld3)(k1 + q)_Yiu_(k3 )uIdi)u+(k2)utd2)d1 +I2 -  k2)_u+(k3).
This last part is similar to the vanishing term in the last case and is zero 
for the same reason.
The diagram of Fig. 5f with the struck quark having negative helicity 
can be gotten from the previous diagram by interchanging quarks two and 
three since they both have positive helicity, and thus is zero also.
The four nonzero diagrams are shown in Fig. 7. We will look at one 
in detail. We include the color factors from the wave functions so that the 
color factor can be entirely evaluated here. We get
euk£i'j'k')2P+TH6 = u+d3X-igs 2 Yh]u+ (k3 )u_ (12)[—igs £XBYw]u_(k2)
YTY5u+(ki)
n*A
(7a)
+  k„ i
k2 + k 3_ l2 —13-> 
-  k2,j
+  k3,k-
# k 1+q
-» * --------------►—  1 pv
t  . IP 12 + 13 _ k 3
. JS J i  8 jP . i 2,j/
V»-D
k 3 —13—h
"A
wki+q  
+  kbi 4 l frP
(7b)
V '
k 2,j
<— k 2 4. k 3—12 —13
k 3,k.
^ 2  +I3 — k2
i
ji> A vTd
(7c)
»  - i 2.J
fa[2 _ k 2
+  kyi ■ -  ------------- -
l i - k | f e  i l 2+l3 - k 3
•l3,k'
k 2,j,
k3,k.
- 1 J'StP ^ 1— yP W 2 > J
S F , ,---------------- C ---- ►—l3>k'
|i>A
■lyk
l .j'
(7d)
FIG. 7. The four lowest-order nonvanishing Feynman diagrams 
contributing to g^. Momenta, helicities, color indices, and Lorentz indices 
are specified.
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J  feyA c Y *g|H8AD V  \ 
V 2- i . ) 2A(k3- i 3)2r v , i ' j
= ( ie Pei^ ) ^ a A)k1ta A)iia B)j.ja B)i.<(16jc2a |)
u!(l3)YX(k3)ula2)Y>-(k2)u!ai)Yv-(Ii +^ 2 - k 2)+Yu-(ki + q)+Y-U+(k1)
x (1, + 12 - k 2)2(k, +q)2(k2 - l 2)2(k3 -1 3)2
where we have used g8 = 4tcois . Let us proceed by looking at the color factor
(CF), denominator (D), and spinor (S) parts separately.
The spinor part follows as before. We can contract the v's normally,
but for the |J.'s we must use the line reversal trick so that we have for the
spinor part
Sa = 2u+(13) y  ^u+ (k3 )u+(1! )u_ (k2 )ul (12 )(1 j + 12 -  k2)+Yn-^ + q)+Y*u+(ki)
= 2u | (k3) y£u+ (13 )u+ (11 )u_ (k2 )ul (12 )(1 j + 12 -  k2)+ (k j + q)+y^u+ (k j )
= 4u^(l1)u_(k2)ul(k3)(k1 + q)+Y^ u+(k1)ul(l2)(l1 +12 -  k2)+u+(l3) .
As mentioned before we take the A(+> = A0 + A3 component of the current so 
we have Y-U+tkj)-*Y(-+)u+(ki) = (Y° +Y_)u+(k1) = 2u+(k1). The + indicating 
the component on the y matrix is written in parentheses to distinguish it 
from +'s indicating helicity. We have
ulax)u_(k2) = ^/2E^/2Eki s i n |  = V+^ |x~y~s in |  
to leading order in Since q, « p. we have sin^ = ^  and cos^ = 1 so
6  p + 1 2  p  2
that uX(l!)u_(k2) = IqilV^Yi. Using Eqn. 1.5, we get, in a similar way, 
ul(k3)(k1 + q)+u+(kj) = -|qi |p+^ /x,x3 and ul(l2)k2+u+(l3) = -|qx|2x27y2y3 . 
Putting the pieces together gives S* = -8|q±|4p+x2^ xlx2xay ly2y3 .
We have for the denominator
Da=(k3- l 3)2(k2- l 2)2(p '-k 2- k 3)2(l1+ l2- k 2)2.
As an example, we look at (k3 -1 3)2. Using the facts that the quarks are on- 
shell and approximately massless, and that k3 = (x3p+,0~,01) and
24
i3= (y3p+. ^ ^ - . i 3x + y3q±)
gives (k3 - 13 )2 = -2k 3 • 13 = - x 3y3 |qx |2. The other terms follow similarly, and 
3 3
u s in g  X xi = X y i = 1 from m om entum  con servation  g ives
i«l i«l
D* = x2x3y2y3( l -  x ^ l -  y3)|q1|8.
To evaluate the color factor we use the relations of Appendix A. In 
particular, we expand the e’s according to Eqn. A.1 and use A.4 to give
CF* = 8"weyitei1'k'(^ A^ B)i'i^ k'k^ 'j 
= £[-Tr(JtBJlA )Tr(XAX.B) + TraBXAXBXA) + T t (Xa XbX b X k  )].
Eqn. A.2 gives Tr(X,AXB)Tr(XB>.A) = 32. Eqns. A.3 and A.5 give 
256Tr(X,AXBXBXA) . To evaluate the second term of this expression, we
need Eqns. A.6-A.8 plus the facts that A^BC is totally antisymmetric and
32d^c totally symmetric to get Tr(X,BXAA,BX,A) = ——. Altogether we get
- 4
Collecting all the parts, we get for the contribution from diagram 7 a
/
6eijkeiyk'2p+TA8 =(2p+)
The remaining three diagrams follow in much the same way and 
will not be calculated explicitly here. The results are
f 16xa=x2
 > 
16xas
2
/ _ f 1 1
l « w  J
-y/xix2x3yiy2y3
k x2x3(l-X jly^ gC l- y3)J
ip  p Tb =6 yk i'jT t' H6 I 3Q2 
16xa,
ijkei'jVTH6-^ gQ2
( 16xa,
'B c,y k c 'i 'j 'k / ■*,H6 ~  I 3 Q 2
( l - y 1)2( l - x 1)2x3y3
<x2y2( l - y 1)2( l - x 1)2]
(l-y^ d-X alX ayiX ^
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I.B.ii General Form For gA
In this section the general form for gA will be developed. In  addition 
to T„5, a general form for the distribution amplitudes is needed. For the 
positive helicity proton wave function we have
v ^ 4 i ^ ^ 2 a ' u [ d ' ' u , f d W
where t  and X indicate plus and minus helicity, respectively, and S and A 
stand for symmetric and antisymmetric, respectively, under exchange of 
the two parallel helicity quarks, quark 1 and quark 3. The m ultiplying
factors of i *■■ are due to normalization of the spinors. Or, using the
yXjX2X3
definition of the distribution amplitude (Eqn. 1.2) we have 
< V xi}= ^  ^ /x7x2x3 g<ifc{<t>s(3c*)^ l 2utdiuT -  utuid? -  druiut >
- H M x ^ K u id f  -d'Tu X ) | .  (I.6a)
We have similarly for the neutron
* , < * , > = +u'td'»df -  2d'tuid?>
-Ht.* ( s ^ K d ' d f - d ^ u ? ) } -  (I.6b)
For TH6 we have in total
TH5(Xi > Yi) = (Ths + ^ HB + ^ hb )l_ + TH5I.
+(T;;6(1 <-> 3) + T*5( l  3) + T' 5(1 <-> 3))I3.  + (X, <-> y,)
where I'l is the isospin lowering operator for the ith quark and (l<-»3) 
indicates that the quark subscripts 1 and 3 must be interchanged. Making 
the definitions
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-  g  e tjke i 'j 'k '
f  16n:as 
I 3Q2
2^
2^ -  g ejjkei^ V
r167caa> 
I 3Q2
Vxix2x3yiy2y3
yjx ix2x3yiy2y3
I X
n=a,b,c
(-IS .)
TJ =T1(l<->3) 
allows us to write Th5 in a particularly simple form:
1 ( 1 6  fftt V  3
g e«keii'k'THB = ( ~3 Q2 ’^J Vxix2x3yiy2y3 E [8 g n a n)I"Tn(xi>yi) + (x, y ,)].
Note n is the number of the quark interacting with the axial current, and 
sgn(Xn) is the sign of the helicity of quark n. T2 is defined with the minus 
sign in order to match up with the electromagnetic form factor case.
Using these forms for the hard-scattering amplitude and distribution 
amplitudes in Eqn. 1 gives a general form for gA:
g»(Q*>= J  J[d*My]{(|>s<x,:^(y.XfT, + 1t„) -  2<M*< K  (y, >t,
-  ^  ti(<»a (xi )<i>s (y*) -»- <l>s (x4 )<t>A (y*))}. (i.7)
In order to get a result for gA, a specific model for the nucleon distribution 
amplitude must be chosen. In the next section the form factor is evaluated 
for several such distribution amplitudes.
I.B.iii gA From Various Distribution Amplitudes
We start with a simple, first-guess form for the distribution
amplitude: ^(Xj^cfx^Xg)11 where c is a normalization constant and t| is a
24 25 27parameter. This totally symmetric form has been of interest ’ ’ in 
particular because it interpolates smoothly between the asymptotic form, 
<J>Ag(Xi) = cxlX2x3 Cn= 1), and the naive "equipartition" form,
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3
) = c 'n « * ,  - { )  (ti = oo), in which the quarks equally share th e
i - l
momentum. From Eqn. 1.7, we get
g* - f w 1)  |cf^ M dyKX‘W ‘W 3 ,1 f ( x !, , (1- x 1^ yj(l - y ])
« 1 ^  n f  1 \
1 1 1 1 1
2I f  1 1(1 - y ^ U -  z^X sy, x2y2( l -  y ^ l -  x j 2 3 <( l “ y 1)( l“ X3)x1X3y1y3 J
The integrals converge and can be done analytically for T) > |  by making use
of a few substitutions and the relation f d x ( l -  x)a_1xp_1 = = B(a,(3).
Jo H a + p)
We have no way of determining the overall normalization of this
distribution amplitude so we calculate ratios of gA with the nucleon
magnetic form factors, GMp and GMn. The magnetic form factors have been
previously calculated for this distribution amplitude by Carlson and Gross
(Ref. 24). Using those results we get for the ratios
gA:GMp:GMn = 1+4ti( 1 - ti):6ti( 1 - ii):1 -6 ti( 1 - ti).
In order for both GMp and GMn to. have the correct sign and for the integrals
to converge we must have24 0.5 < T| < £ + -fe » 0.79. For these values of ri, w e  
4 a 5have — See Fig. 8. Note that an n of less than one indicates a
3 GMp 3
distribution amplitude that is broader than the asymptotic form, i.e. the  
quarks spend less time sharing the proton's momentum equally.
GmFor the allowed region of T), however, the ratio ——^  is  found  to be le s s
Gmii
than -3 , while for the highest Q2 data available for the neutron28 at 10
Q .
GeV2, is about -2 . Therefore, we look for a more general form for th e
Gm„
distribution amplitude which is not restricted to being totally symmetric.
Lepage and Brodsky25 have given a general form for the solution to 
the equation which describes the evolution of the baryonic distribution
28
2 - -
M p
1 - -
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0.8 1 1.2 1.40.6
FIG. 8. The ratio gA / GMp at large Q2 for a distribution amplitude 
proportional to (x1x2x3)T’.
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amplitude with Q2 to leading order in a s- As mentioned earlier, this 
general form,
expresses the distribution amplitude in terms of the orthogonal Appell
known, but whose starting values are not. Even though the values of the 
coefficients are not calculable from first principles, the Appell polynomials 
have been used as a basis for model distribution amplitudes since they do 
not mix for other values of Q2. In particular, the first six polynomials have 
been kept in models put forth using QCD sum rules. For this reason, we 
give gA in terms of the coefficients of those six polynomials. The
distribution amplitude then has the form <j)(xi,Q) = x lx2x3^ N n0n(xi). The
first six Appell polynomials are listed in Table I. Note that
^(X jJs N A + N ^  and <}>s(x,) = N0<j>0 + N2<j>2 + N3<j>3 + N5<j)5. gA can be
calculated in terms of the Ni using these and Eqn. 1.7. The integrals are 
straight forward although tedious due to the large number of terms 
generated and will not be shown in detail here. The result is
Using the model distribution amplitudes developed from QCD sum 
rules by Chernyak, Ogloblin, and Zhitnitsky20 (COZ) and King and 
Sachrajda21 (KS) we can get some results for gA. These authors give their 
results in terms of a wave function <|>N originally put forward by Chernyak
polynomials, $n(x,), weighted by coefficients whose evolution with Q2 is
s
g»(Q2) = {54NJ + 2N; -  84V3N0N, + 54N2 + 56V3N,N, -  36N0N,
+ » N 5  -180N2N, N.N, + 300N„N, + $  N,N, -  $ N ,N .
+2(W3N0N .+ * N |  -  * N . N ,  -  ^ N ,N S + f  N ,N S + $ N ,N , -  50N„N5} 
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TABLE I. The first six Appell polynomials <j>j(x,) written in terms of the 
momentum fractions of quarks 1 and 3 along with the coefficients of these 
polynomials in the distribution amplitudes extracted from sum rules in 
Refs. 20 (COZ) and 21 (KS).
i i^Cx,) N,(COZ) Nj(KS)
0 1 .106 .108
1 Xj — x3 -.225 -.203
2 2 -3 ( x1 + x3) -.157 -.140
3 2 -7 (x ! + x3) + 8x* +4x^3 +8x3 .307 .429
4 ^ -X g -fC x f-x J ) .405 -.059
5 2 -7 (x 1 + x3) + -^Xi + 14x^3 +-£x3 .109 .111
and Zhitnitsky which is normalized by J[dx]<j>N(x,)= 1. Recall that the 
normalization of the distribution amplitude that we have been using is 
dependent on the probability of finding the three-quark Fock component in 
the baryon. The relation between the notations is given by
4>n (xi) = (*.) -  V3<(»a (Xj )]
where fN is the proton's decay constant which is normalized by fixing one of 
the nucleon moments. It is given by COZ from their sum rules as 
|fN| = (5.0±.3) x lO^GeV2 and by KS as |fN| = (5.1±.3)x lO^GeV2. Details for 
extracting the Ni are given in Appendix C, and the results are shown in 
Table I.
The results for Q4gA with as = 0.3 are shown for the two sum rules 
distribution amplitudes and also for the totally symmetric one with ri = 0.6 
in Table II. The normalization for the t j  = 0.6 case is gotten by fixing
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TABLE II. The high Q2 isovector axial vector form factor for a s=0.3 and 
ratios of other form factors for the distribution amplitudes of Ref. 20 and 21 
and the symmetric distribution amplitude c(x1x2x3)0-0. Q4gA for the ti=0.6 
distribution amplitude is normalized by GMp=1.0.
Distribution Amplitude Q4gA(GeV4) Sa/ ^ mp ^ M n /^ M p
KS 1.93 1.49 -.41
COZ 1.57 1.54 -.47
t] =  0 . 6 1.36 1.36 -.31
Q4GMp = lOGeV2.
g
We also give the results as a ratio: The form for GMp has been
worked out in terms of the coefficients Ni in Ref. 24 and has the same Q"4 
fall-off so that at this level of approximation, is a constant in Q2. The
^Mp
Gresults are shown in Table II along with results for —^  calculated using
t*Mp
the results for these form factors in terms of the Nj given in Ref. 24.
I.B.iv Comparison to Experimental Data
The highest Q2 measurements available for gA were done by Kitagaki 
et al.29 It was measured up to Q2 = 3GeV2 which is rather low to be 
compared with our results. However, as they are the best available data, it 
is interesting to compare anyway. In that work gA was parameterized as
32
* w > m 7 J b # Y
i u w )
where the value gA(0)= 123±.01 is taken from (3-decay experiments. The 
value they obtain for the axial vector mass is MA = 105*J2GeV. The dipole 
form can be extrapolated to higher Q2 to give Q4gA(Q2) = gA(0)MA 
= L5t;?GeV4. The proton data30 are available up to Q2 = 30GeV2 and
indicate a leveling at Q4GMp » HGeV4. This gives == 135. This is
Mp
consistent with the values predicted by all the models. Needless to say, 
however, more accurate, higher-Q2 data would be valuable to distinguish 
between them.
I.C.i Calculation of GA}
In this section we calculate the isoscalar axial vector form factor GA\  
The calculation is quite similar to that of gA. As mentioned at the 
beginning of Chapter I, we have for the isoscalar axial vector current 
Ajf’fx) = ^ :(u(x)ypY6u(x) + d(x)Y(lY6d(x)):.
We look at the current in between proton states. We could, equivalently, use 
neutron states. We get
<p(p', V)|AiS)(0)|p(p,A.)) = MpTCG® (Q2)YpY5 + G(p)(Q2)q(lY5]u^(p) 
where the notation is the same as in the beginning of Chapter I. As before 
we take the + component of the current and work in the q+ = 0 frame to 
eliminate the G(PS) term. As with gA we can write
G f  = J[M dyW (y1,Q! y C (x 1,y,.Q!)(Mx1,Q2).
I.C.ii General Form For G(8)
33
The calculation of the diagrams contributing to is exactly the 
same as that for Thb. The only difference is the absence of the isospin 
lowering operator so we have
where the T ^ x ^ )  are the same as for gA. Using Eqn. I.6a for the proton 
distribution amplitude, we get
We evaluate GA) for the same three distribution amplitudes that we 
used for gA. For <J>(Xj) = cfx^Xa)” we can give the ratios
G(A8):gA:GMp:GMn = - f  + 1 2 * 1 -  vfr 1+ 4t|(l -  v f r W l -  n): l-6 n ( l-r i)
Fig. 9.
If we take a distribution amplitude expanded in the first six Appell 
polynomials, we get
The results for the sum rule models, in addition to the r| model, are shown 
in Table III.
At this time there are no direct experimental data with which to 
compare these results. There are, however, other theoretical predictions
T £  = & )  ^ i W L y j i  £[(sgn*„>T„(*i,yi) + (x*+ y)]
I.C.iii G(a8) For Various Distribution Amplitudes
f  {-81Nq + 65N* + 27N2 -  108N0N2 + 179N‘ -  162N2N3 + 144N0N3 
* /
+ f  N | -  26N,N4+ * N f  -6 2 N 3Nt +8N SN , -  51N0NS} .
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FIG. 9. The ratios gA / GMp (thin line), GA} / GMp (heavy line), and GMn / GMp 
(dashed line) as a function of r| for the distribution amplitude proportional 
to ( x ^ x ,)11.
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TABLE III. The isoscalar axial vector form factor for a s=0.3, the ratio of 
this with other form factors, and the isoscalar axial vector mass each for 
various distribution amplitudes. The value for Q4G(A} for the rj = 0 .6  
distibution amplitude is normalized by GMp=1.0.
Distribution Amplitude Q4GA)(GeV4) G(As7 g A g (as7 g Mp M(AS)(GeV)
KS 1.00 .52 .77 1.28
COZ .72 .46 .70 1.18
t i  = 0.6 .96 .70 .96 1.27
which are interesting to compare. For example, SU(6) models give a t  Q2 = 0 
that G(®} = fG <A) = ^ g A.31,32 GA} can also be parameterized using flavor
SU(3) as G(aS)(0) = ( 3 - 4 s  with the assumption th a t
(Pr IsY^ YbsIPi) = 0 .31 can be determined from semileptonic hyperon
decays to be = 0.65± 0.01. This leads toX = 0.40± 0.04. Wolfenstein32 
J D +F
has suggested, however, that this result may be incorrect due to certain
anomalies. Nevertheless, if we believe that the parameter X  is  som ew h ere
G(S)(01in the general range of 0.6 and 0.4, then —A - « 0 .2 -0 .3  and that as Q2
Sa(0)
increases that ratio also increases.
If, as has been suggested,31 we parameterize G ^ in the dipole form
n a n  -  Q 0 )
A ' ' l + - < £  -
(M f)2
we can give some predictions for the isoscalar axial vector mass parameter 
MA} at high Q2, given a value for G^fO). We use the SU(6) approximation 
and gA(0)= L23±.01 to get a value of GA)(0) = 0.37 from which we can
calculate a value for M(A} for each distribution amplitude. The results 
shown in Table III.
CHAPTER n
The Delta Distribution Amplitude From QCD Sum Rules 
and Resulting N-A Transition Amplitudes
In this chapter, a model for the delta distribution amplitude is found 
using constraints on the distribution amplitude's moments imposed by the 
matching procedure of the QCD sum method. This model is used with the 
King-Sachrajda and the Chernyak-Ogloblin-Zhitnitsky models for the 
nucleon distribution amplitude and a previously-calculated hard scattering 
amplitude to get a result for the nucleon-delta electromagnetic transition 
amplitude. These results are then compared to the available experimental 
data.
For this calculation, we choose to look at the A+ with helicity plus 
one-half in order to make comparisons with the nucleon case more 
transparent and because we are interested in the transition from the spin 
one-half nucleon and transitions between like helicity states dominate by 
factors of m/q at high Q2. The three-quark Fock component of the delta 
distribution amplitude for helicity one-half is
° l ”+i(xi) =  ^ ^ ^ M A ( x i ) ^ | u X d ?  + u Td i u T +drui u0
where Oa's definition with respect to the delta wave function and its 
normalization are the same as in the nucleon case. Note that <J>A like 4>s for 
the nucleon is symmetric under the interchange of the two same helicity 
quarks but is not necessarily totally symmetric.
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We start by looking at the matrix element of the trilocal operator 
(0 |[exp(ig£' A^Caldc11 )ua(zt)J jexp(igJ**Av(x)dTv)up(z2)j d{(z3 )eijk|A(p)). 
The exponentials appear to enforce gauge invariance. Here (0| is the 
vacuum and | A(p)) is a delta state with momentum p. The color indices are 
i, j, and k and the spinor indices are a, (1, and y. The exponentials are path 
ordered, u and d are up and down quark fields, respectively, and zlt z2, and 
z3 are on the same light-line. If we work in the light-cone gauge where
A<+) = 0, this reduces to the simpler form
(0 |< (z 1)uj(z2 )d{(z3 )eyk|A(p)).
The exponentials disappear because the integration is along the light cone 
where AH = A(+) which is zero in light-cone gauge. We write the matrix 
element in terms of general functions with the proper Lorentz, parity, and 
spin properties as
<0|uj,(z1)uj(z,)d;(z,)eak|A(p)) = -}f4 {(YtC)o#N;(p,Wm4 V(zi -p) 
+(YBY5C)^[YliN»(p,>.)]TmaA(z,-p)+(io|1>p'C)(1|1N ;(p ,«T (z,p )}. (II. 1)
Here N£ is the spin three-halves Rarita-Sch winger wave function for the A, 
C is the charge conjugation matrix, and fA is a constant which like fN is 
analogous to the pion weak decay constant and which is determined by the 
A wave function's value at the origin. The mass of the delta is given by mA, 
and V, A, and T are invariant functions of z ,-p s z 1 -p,z2 ’p,z3 -p. The 
symmetry between the two up quarks leads to V and T being symmetric and 
A antisymmetric under the interchange of z1 and z2. The spin three-halves 
wave function is written for the one-half projection as
NS(p,i) = Vie5<P>N„t Cp)+ VX<P>Nol (P) 
where the orthogonal polarization vectors written in normal vector notation
e£(p) = -^(O.Tl^-i.O) and the N ^ p ) are spinors for spin one-half particles. 
We can obtain come relations between V, A, and T using Eqn. II. 1  and 
(0 |u„ (zj )up (z2 )dj (z3 )eUk| A(p, X = £)) =
(0 |u|,(z1)u5 (z2 )d;(z3 )e^J[dx][dkJ^i:^ i1v {a(k1,ka,k3 )|ui;(k 1)u{(k2 )d^(k3 ))
+b(k1,k2 ,k3 )|u‘'(k1)uiT'(k2 )df(k 3 ))+c(k 1,k2 ,k3 )|uit'(k1)u|'(k2 )d]['(k3 ))}
= a(zx • p,z2 • p,z3 • p)Nat(p)Npl(p)Nyt(p) + b ^  • p,z2 • p,z3 -p)Nai(p)Npt(p)NYT(p)
+c(z, -p,z2 -p,z3 -p)NaT(p)NpT(p)Nyi(p)
where we define
a(Zj • p, z2 • p, z3 • p) s  J [dx] [dkx ] e',(l,kl+*'k*+f *k* ’afkj, k2, k3) 
and similarly for b and c. In the limit that ka ,mA «  p we have
a(zx • p,z2 • p,z3 • p) = J [dx][dkj e" ' 1* 1^ * 1 K**(p-1* Hx»(p'** ^ afkj, k2, k3), 
and also N^Ck;) -k^ ,m*<<;p->-y/x^N^p) has been used. Then, using the 
identities
N„,(p)N,j(p) = (mae0 i ( 1 -T 5 )C) o|1 
N .l (p)N,t(p )= (m A } ( ln ,)C )<
Nat(p)NpT(p) = ( - j^e^o|lvpvC)(ip
leads to
a(l,2,3) = * fAV f(V a2,3)-A (l,2 ,3 ))  
b(l,2,3) = i f AVf(V(l,2,3) +A(l,2,3)) (II.2)
c a 2 ,3 ) = i f A>/fT(l,2,3) 
where (1,2,3) s  (zt • p,z2 -p,z3 p). Since the A is isospin three-halves we have 
for its wave function
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+| ut (k! )d{ (k2 )uk (k3))+ 1 d*T (k j  )u{ (k2 )uk (k3)) J 
from which it follows that a(l,2,3) = b(2,3,l) = c(3,l,2). Using this and Eqn. 
II. 2, we get
T(l,2,3) = -V(l,2,3) + V(2,3,1) + V(3,1,2)
A(l,2,3) = V(3,1 ,2 ) -  V(2,3, D (II.3)
so that only one of the three functions is independent. We will work with 
the Fourier transforms of these wave functions defined by 
V(xj,x2 ,x3 )8 (l-X j — x2 -  x3) =
f d (z L P) d(z2 p) d(z3 p) e i[*,(«,.P)+x,(i,.p)+x1u,.p)]v (Z i . p>Z2 . p>Z;j , p ) (II.4) 
J  2 k  2 k  2 k
and similarly for A and T. We gain information about these functions by 
calculating some of their moments defined by
yt'h.nj.nj) g J[dx]xJ1X2 ,xJ,V(X1,X2 ,X3) (II.5)
and similarly for A and T.
In order to get values for the moments from QCD sum rules, we need
an operator which will project out these moments and which we can
evaluate in both the high-energy QCD and lower-energy resonance regions.
Such an operator for the moments of V is
y<-...,..,)(0 ) = {[(iz . D)ni ^ (OmCjOapKiz • D)n* up(0)]j}[(iz • D)"> dT(0)]keijk
■ ^
where D is the usual covariant derivative D  ^= 3(1 - ig A “Tb. We use V with 
another operator, the isospin three-halves "auxiliary operator"
J(tn)(0 ) = {a[(iz • D)nu(0 )]1 C2uj(0)dk(0) + 6 [(iz- D)nu(0)]‘ C^dj(0)uk(0)
+c[(iz • D)n d(0)]‘ Cz uj (0)uk (0)}eijk 
to define the "correlator", J<ni'n,’ni'n), which is the vacuum expectation value 
which will be evaluated to determine the moments V(n,,n”n>). We choose for 
the correlator J<n‘-n‘-n>'n)(q,z) = ijd 4x eiqx{0frV<ni-n*>n>)(x)J^n)(0)|0)2x'T where z is 
a lightlike vector which projects out the + component of any vector: z • x = x+
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for any x. J*n> will be chosen to make the A contribution to the correlator 
large and is left in a general form with the undetermined constants a, b, 
and c to allow us at the end of the calculation to choose a=b=c=1/4 for the 
isospin three-halves A case or to choose a - - b =1 and c=0 for isospin one- 
half in order to check the results against the previously calculated proton 
case as a check for errors. Choosing a = - b = 1  and c=0 actually gives a 
negative parity state; however, when combined with a negative parity 
auxiliary operator, the extra factors of y6 here and there cancel, and the 
resulting coefficients are the same. We will use n= l for the auxiliary 
operator J(tn)(0) as the results for n=0 do not give as stable a match.
We first find the expression for J(n,n) in the limit of resonance 
saturation. Here we have introduced the notation n 5 n 1,n2 ,n3. We start 
with writing the time ordering explicitly,
j(n.n)(q,z) = i J d4x e*- V 't{e(xo)(0|V<n)(x)Ji?>(0)|0) -  0(-xo)(O|J^(O)Vf’(xljO)},
and proceed by inserting a complete set of states. The complete set of states 
will be approximated by the lowest resonance and a continuum. The 
energy at which the continuum starts will be a parameter in the 
calculation and will be determined by the matching process. We first work 
out the expression when there is just the lowest resonance inserted. We get
II.A Resonance Evaluation
;l E ( 2 ^ ? e , ,V '{e<X“)<<)^ (B><X)lA><A|J“ <0 )|0 >
-e (-x o)(0|J'?)(0)|A)(A|Vf)(x)|0)} 
eiqxi x'x {6 (x0 )e"i<PoX° (0| V*H) (0)| A)( A | J^ ? )(0)|0)
-ef-xoW ^ -^ ^ lJ^ fojiA X A ivf^ o io)}.
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The integral over the three space components of x give a three-momentum 
delta function and the integral over x0 gives us
J r = - I J ^ . ^ | ^ 3y ! e(0 |V” )(0 )|AXA|ji?1(0 )|0 )
\ 8? p^ L <0^ >(0)i^ iv;5’(o^°>}
where a small, positive, real part, e, has been added to the exponentials to 
make them converge. We now take the imaginary part of the expression for
later convenience. We use ^*5— 7^-  = p f — ] ± ix8 (x) where P stands for the
e->0 xTie y x j
principal value. We get
Im(JS"1) = - £ J ^ T O rt{-83(p-q )5 .(po- q o)(0|Vf>(0)|A)(A|3“ 1(0)|0)
+5J(p + q)8 .(p0 + q<,)(0|j;"'(0)|A)(A|Vf>(0)|0)}. 
Note that the second term vanishes since p0 and q0 are both positive 
making the delta function zero.
To further simplify this we need to get more explicit forms for the 
matrix elements in terms of the moments. We work on V‘n> first and then 
on J(T?\ We start by showing that
(0|yt(K)(0)l A) = -m AfA z • Nt(p,X)(z • p)ni+ni+ni V(K).
Equation II. 1 and the definition of V^ n) give us (0 |V^ 5 )(0 )|A) =
*fA{mA(Y,A*(C*)*NJ (pAXiz • D ,)-  (iz • D2)n« (iz • D3)B* V(z, • p) |z .p=0 
+mA(Y(ly5C)ap(C2 )ap[Y6N,l(p,X,)]t(iz• D ^ " 1 (iz• D2 )n*(iz• D3)ni A(Zj • p)|z p=0 (II.6 ) 
+(ior pvC)M1(Cj)tl,N|;(p,>.XU-D1)"'(iz-D2 )"-(iz-D!ir T (z , p)|, (,0}.
Next we write
(izD ^ -a z-D .ra z -D ,)" *  v (Zi .P)iz rp = 0  =
J d(zj • p)d(z2 • p)d(z3 • p)8 (Zj • p)8 (z2 • p)(iz •D1)n‘( iz D 2 )n* (iz • D3 )n J V (Zi • p)
= (z p)n‘+n*+n* f[dx]d(Zl P ) d ( Z 8  p)d(Za P)
* 2 k  2 k  2 k
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xe«*i <*i P)+*i (*« P)+*» <*i P)1
g
where we have used iz11—— = iz p :
. al:
azi-p
. al:
3z2 p
“i . ai
az3 p
"3
V(Zj p)
_ u  and the gluon field part of thedzf azi p
covariant derivative drops out because we are working in light-cone gauge 
where z-A = 0. An integration by parts is performed to move the 
derivatives onto the exponential where they can easily be carried out. This 
gives
(z-p)"*+n*+n* J[dx]x?>x“*x“* / j ^ n ^ |“ ete‘<f,'P> jv(Zi • P) = (z-p)n,+nj+nj V(H)
where Eqns. 11.4 and II.5 have been used. In Eqn. II.6 , the traces 
multiplying A and T are seen to be zero when evaluated. For the V term we 
get for the trace —4z(l, and plugging in the traces we get the above quoted 
result for {0 1Vjw>(0 )| ACp, A.)).
We evaluate the matrix element along the same lines as we did 
for Vx5>. Again using Eqn. H .l, we get for the matrix element 
(0|J?)(0)|A(pA)) = i f A(z-p)n{a[V(nAO)mA(C2 )a|J(Y(1C)apNt(p,X)
+ACn.°.0 ,mA(C2 )a|J(Y^BC)ap(Y6 )^N?(p>A.)+T(n-0-0)(C2 )ap(ia,vpvC)apN?,(p1X)]
+6[V<n'0’0)mA(C2)ap(YllC)OT.N^(pA)+A(n-0'0)mA(Cz)ap(Y(tY5C)OT.(Y5)pYN?(pA)
+T(n.o.°,(c2 )ap(iCfivpvc)at/N^(p,X)]
+c[V<0'0'”)mA(C2)ap(Y(lC)|lt.NS(p,>.)+A(0-0-n)mA(C?)ap(YllYBCV(Y6)ayN?(p,X)
+ T ( ° . ° . n )  (Cs)^ (iallvPvC)pt. N£ (p, A.)]}. 
The traces are somewhat more complicated to evaluate in this case 
since in the coefficients of b and c, the x and x' are mixed in. We need to 
keep the z„. from J(K,n) and the z-Nx(p,X) from (0|Vxn)|A) and also to take 
the complex conjugate of J*?’ and multiply it by Yo before we can simplify 
the traces. In order to evaluate the traces, we also need
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£N '(p,xaJ;.(p ,x)=
^ - { [  -  3mAg,w -  mAY*ipv + n ^ p V  + m fr V  + 2 p,lpv](p + mA)}Tt, 
or, in particular,
3mA
X  v X < P .  WN.’.(P,X)= f - ^ ( p + ma) , . 
x 3 mA
We get zero for the traces associated with the second and third terms of Jx?\ 
The rest give factors of ± f E !(z-p)/mJ except for the first term which gives 
twice that.
Putting all these results back into JiR,n), we get 
■  ^
Im(J(^ n)) = i lfAp E'V011 (z' P) n i+ n ,+ n ,+ n + 1  f  54(p -  q){a[2V(n,0,0)]
+6 [V(n,0,0> + A(n,0,0) + T<n,0,0)] + c[V<0,0,n) — A<0,0,n> + T(0,0,n) ]} 
We rewrite the delta functions as
8 4  (p -q ) = 8 3 (p -  q) 2E 8 + (pjj -  q*) = 8 3 (p -  q) 2E 8 + (q2 -  m A) 
and use 2E = z p. Integrating over the three-momentum then gives 
Im(J(£ n)) = -^|fAf  V<H,(z • q)ni+n*+n,+n+3 8 +(q2 -  m2 ){a[2V(n>0*0)]
+6 [V(n,0’0) + A(n,0,0) + T(n,0,0)] + c[V(0,0,n) — A(0,0,n) + T(0,0,n)]} 
or, specifically, for the delta, (a=6=c=l/4)
Im(Ji"-n)) = w2(fA|2 V(H)V(n,0-0)(z • q)n,+n«+n’+n+3 8 +(q2 -  m2) 
where Eqn. II.3 and the fact that V(H> is symmetric in its first two indices 
have been used. To treat the rest of the complete set of states, we add one 
more resonance and give it the same form as the lowest one except a higher 
mass and approximate the rest by a continuum which we assume can be
o
described by the lowest-order perturbative contribution for q above some 
threshold s(",n) where, as was mentioned earlier, s(n,n) will be kept as a free 
parameter. The general form for the resonance contribution then will be
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I m t J ^ V ) ]  = jtr<!l,n)[8 +(q2 -  m2) + 8 +(q2 -  m |)]+ 0 (q2 -s^ Im C J j™ ). 
where we define J(iI,n)(q,z) = (z- q) " 1 + n ,+ n ,+ n + 3  J("'n)(q2) since the factors of z q 
will be shown to cancel later, and r(5,n> =2|fA|2 V(n>V(n,0,0) which is called the 
residue. We have shown an extra higher-mass resonance of mass mB. We 
will do the matching with and without this term to check that it does not 
have a large effect on the results which would indicate a dependence on this 
particular choice of form for the higher resonances and continuum 
contributions.
II.B Perturbative Evaluation
We now turn to the quark saturation of the correlator J(n,n). We 
calculate the perturbative contribution and also the contributions due to the 
two-gluon and four-quark condensates. Terms due to higher dimensional 
condensates will not be included. Also the three-gluon condensate will not 
be included even though it has the same dimension as the four-quark 
condensate since the relevant diagrams have two loops instead of one and 
are thus suppressed by a factor of (4x)2.
The final result will be of the form
j ( n . n )  =  j ( H ^ )  +  j g . n )  +  j ( H .n )  s  ( z . q ) » . l n ( _ q 2 )
(IL7)
where the constants cjK,n> are defined by this equation, and only the 
contributions which do not disappear during the Borel transformation have 
been included.
II.B.i Perturbative Contribution
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We start with the calculation of the lowest-order perturbative term 
represented diagramatically in Fig. 10. We do not include any higher-order 
corrections to this diagram. In this term, the covariant derivatives 
contribute only their simple derivative parts so that
4 ^ >(q.z) = i j  d4x eiq*(0|T[(iz • 3 )** u^xtffC s^K iz • 3)n* up(x)]j[(iz • 3)"’ d(x)£
The form for J(n) is gotten from J(n) by anticommuting the fields and using 
properties of the y  matrices such as = y ^ y 0 and y^  = -Cy^C-1. This 
gives rise to the extra minus sign following the e's. Using Wick's theorem 
we can write the expression in terms of vacuum expectation values of time- 
ordered products of pairs of fields which can in turn be written as 
propagators. In this case we keep only the lowest order propagator:
where (dk) = d4k/(2rc)4. We get six terms: one for each of the two orderings 
of the up fields for each of the three terms in J(n). The factors of iz • 3 acting 
on these propagators just bring down factors of ±ik from the exponentials. 
Explicitly we have
x V i n .( - l ) { a ( - i z  • 3)X'(0)(*C)ar u f (0)d*'(0) (1
+ 6 ( - iz  • 3)n<.(0)fcC)aVd£(0)u^0) + c ( - iz  • 3)" c£(0X*C)aVu f (0 )utk,'(0 )}|0 )2 . 
II.8 )
(II.9)
Jg 5 » = if  d*x ejq* (dk, )(dk2 )(dk3 )e'U(kl+k*+k’} -p- A -p - (z • k,)0* (z • k2)"* (z
ki k2 k3
{o[(-l)(z • kt) 8 ij/8 jj.8 kk.klaa.k2pP-k3Tt, 
+(+l)(z • k2 )n 8jj.8ji,5kk.klaP.k2pa,k3tT.]+ 6 [(+l)(z • k 1)n8 ii.8 jV8 Kj.klaa.k2Pt.k 
+(-l)(z • k2 )n8 a . 8  + c[(-l)(z • k 3 )n8 ti.8 jk.8 lri.klap.k2|Jt.k;
+(+D(z • k3 )n Sjfc.Sjj.Sy.k lat.k2PP,k3m.]}.
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FIG. 10. Diagram for the lowest-order perturbative contribution to the 
quark evaluation of the correlator.
H ere the  factors of +1 and  -1 a re  the  Ferm i factors due to the 
anticommuting of the  fields. The color factor gives either +6 or -6, and 
when multiplied by the Fermi factor gives -6 in every case. The traces are 
straightforward to evaluate using the fact th a t t t  = 0 since z is lightlike and 
the properties of the charge conjugation m atrix. They give a factor of 
32( z k 1) ( z k 2) ( z k 3) for each of the term s multiplying a and half th a t for 
each of the other terms. This gives us
The integral over x gives a  four-dimensional delta function. To make the 
momentum integrations easier we rewrite the denominator as
where [d a lsd o ^ d a jd o ^ S d -o ^ -o ij-a a ) , and the variables a ( run  from 0 to
1. This leaves us with
JgS ’ = 96jd k?« k !
(z-k1)ni+l(z-k2)n’+1( z k 3)n3+l
x{a[2(z • k ,)n + 2(z • k 2)n] + 6[(z • k j"  + (z • k2)”] + c[2(z • k3)"]}.
k?kok?
x{(2a + 6)( z • k^" + (z • k 2)n] + c[2(z • k3 )n ]}
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where
We work first on the k integrals. After in tegrating over the delta 
function, only two of the  momenta are independent and so cross term s 
appear in  the denominator. To get rid of these we make the substitution
We next perform Wick rotations on the zeroth components of m t and m2, 
and define miE= (-im 0,m) and mfE = -m f, in  order to Euclideanize the 
in tegral. In  the  num erator we have a sum of factors proportional to 
(z q)m(z-m 1)"(z-m2)p where m, n, and p are some nonnegative integers. At 
least one is positive. For term s in  which n and/or p are odd, the integral 
will be zero since the lim its are symmetric, and the denominator is even 
under nij —> -m ,. If  m or p is even and greater than  zero, we can write 
under the integral mfmiv -» - g ,lvm|lEm|'E (no sum over p, v) which can in turn
where £  s  a xa 2 + a 2a 3 + 040C3. The denominator becomes
To further simplify the denominator, we substitute
so th a t now the denominator reads
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be w ritten as -^m fE g*v because of symmetry between the four components 
of 1% . In  the actual expression, term s like th is are multiplied by z ^  
which gives a  factor of z3 which is zero. Therefore, any term  with an  even 
number of two or more factors of z-m iE in  the num erator will be zero so that 
only factors of z q  will remain. Gathering together the rem aining terms, 
we get
j ( K . n )  i 9 2 ( z ’ a l n , + n , + n , + l l + 3  f d  m iE  d  m 2 E _____________\J Pert 192(z q) J (2jt)4 (2x)4 (m?E + m3E+Q2)3J L \  Z3 j
The mjj. integrals now have no angular dependence and using
d4miE = mfEd(mfE)
(2x) 4 (4jc) 2
can easily be done giving
r" d(m,E) d(m2E) m;Em2E lim 1
J (4jc) (4jc) (mfE7 m IE+ W = 2 ( 4 ^
A2 -  Q2 -  Q2 In
.Q A
Only the Q2ln(Q2) term  will survive the Borel transform  which will be 
carried out la ter to facilitate the matching. As will be seen later, the Borel 
transform  will m ap all polynomials in Q2 to zero. For th is reason, these 
term s will no longer be explicitly written.
We look now a t  the rem aining integrals. We make the change of
variables from a lt a 2, and a 3 to x v x2, and a 0 where we have
a ,a a a ,a ,  ,x, x2 = —br> and a 0 = a 1+ a 2+ a 3.
Working out the general case,
r - = J [do] J  J ,
we get
I,bc = JdxjdxjjdaoSd-a,,)— x 'x J d - X j - x 2)c
On
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since
23 1doCidajdcCgSd-at -  a ,  -  a 3)  -------------dx1dx2da0S ( l-  a 0) .
a 1a 2a 3 a 0
These integrals can be solved in term s of the Beta function which is defined
B(m,n) ■ f‘d t tm“l( l - 1)0-1 = r (m)ri n ^Jo T(m + n)
Using the fact th a t T (n + 1) = n! for integer n, we get
pbc _ a!b!c!
(a+ b  + c + 2)!’
Using th is we get
«  = (* .,) ’ ---------
x[(n+ n! + l)!(n2 + l)!(n3 +1)!+ (n, + l)!(n + n2 + l)!(n3 +1)!]
+2c(nx + l)!(n2 + l)!(n+ n3 +1)!}.
Therefore the constants c(*,n) as defined in  Eqn. II .7 are given by
= 1 {(2aH-6X (n+n, + l)Kn, + l)!(na + 1)!
o (nt + n2 + n 3 + n  + 5.)!
+(nt + l)!(n+ n2 + l)!(n3 +1)!]+2c(nj + l)!(n2 + l)!(n + n3 +1)!} 
and are tabu lated  for n= 0 ,l and nj + n2 + n3 ^ 2 for both the  nucleon 
(a= -6= l,c= 0) and the delta (a=6=c=l/4) cases. The results are shown 
in  Table IV. The nucleon case is included for comparison and matches the 
results of Ref. 21.
II.B.ii Gluon-Gluon Condensate Contribution
The diagrams contributing to the gluon-gluon condensate term are 
shown in Fig. 11. We start by showing that the diagram of Fig. 11a, which 
corresponds to keeping two 0 (g°) and one 0 (g2) quark propagators gives a 
vanishing result. We need only consider the 0 (g 2) propagator and its
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TABLE IV. The coefficients cjH,n) as defined in Eqn. II .7 for the nucleon and 
the delta for the cases of no derivatives (n=0) and one derivative (n=l) in the 
auxiliary operator. The results are the same for the nucleon and the delta 
if  n=0.
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FIG. 11. Diagrams contributing to the gluon-gluon condensate term in the 
quark evaluation of the correlator.
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derivatives along with the gluon-gluon condensate to do this.
We have for the 0 (g 2) propagator plus the derivatives acting on it 
S2 = (-i)a(-g)a j  J d4yd 4v(iz • a,)D'(-iz • aw)n(0 fPF*'(x)^(w)
><^ Tj(y)(YR)ie(T‘),.^'(y)A!;(y)^(v)(Yv)pX(Tb)kk.'Fxk'(v)A;(v)|0)|w=o
= - ^ J d4 yd4v(dP1)(dP2 )(dP3 )(iz-ai ),,'(- iz-aw)n<0 |TA (^y)(T*)ij.A^(v)(Tb)kk.|0 )
2
e - i Pl ( x -v ) g - ip f  ( v - y ) g - ip j  ( y - w ) g i - k g j ' ig k l
f  • • . 'N
1 1 1
Yv— Y u -ii .
w=0
^ P i  P a
+e-Jp,(x-y)e-iP,(y-v)e-ip,(v-w)gi'jgkigj'krJ_y _Ly J_
lP i 11 Pa PaApJ
Carrying out the derivatives gives a factor of (z-p1)n'(z-p3)n.
The gluon fields can be written in terms of the gluon-gluon
condensate by using the first terms in their Taylor expansions as follows:
{0|TA:(y)AJ(v)|0>= J ^ G ^ v / g ’V  -  g V )  
where (Ga) is the usual gluon-gluon condensate (0|TG“v(0)G£v(0)|0). This is 
well-known and has been proved elsewhere. See, for example, Ref. 34. To 
facilitate the y and v integrations, the factors y x and vp are written in terms 
of momentum derivatives on the exponentials, and integrations by parts are 
performed to move the derivatives to the rest of the integrand:
S2 = - ^ (T‘T*)i'i(G2 )(g V v- gW,gXv)Jd4yd 4v(dp1)(dp2 )(dp3)(2 p1)n'(z p3)n
x
768
/ a  a a ae - ip , ( x - v ) e - i p ,  ( » - y ) g - ip ,y
Lapp ap3 dpi dp:
3  + 3 3 Y J _ 1  y 1 '
ydp2 dpl ap3 dpZJ{p1 p2 Pa Japj 
The y and v integrals can easily be seen to give factors of 2 k  with 
momentum delta functions. Using
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9 1 1 1
— T T ,-dpH P 9 V
the derivatives can be carried out, and integrating over the delta functions 
gives (p1 =p 2 =p 3 sp )
8  ^- i g c r T y > < a * ) t f v  -
x[(z • p ) " ^ )  -  p2n(z- p)""1^ ^ ) + (z • P)n(y^) + (z • p)”^ )  -  P2n(z • p)n_lzp (V(lX) 
- p 2n(z • P)n"1zx(v(ip) + p4n(n  -  lXz • p)n“2zxzp(V|l) + (z • p)n((lXvp) -  p2n(z • p) n_1 zp ) 
+(z • p)“ (Mvip) “  P2n(z • P)""1zx(Mvp) -  p2n(z • p ) " " ^ * )  + p4n(n  -  l)(z • p)n_2 zpzx(pv 
w h ere  th e  n o ta tio n  (tlx--*a ) = PY,iPYlp—PYcP h a s  b ee n  in tro d u ce d . 
M ultiplying by the factor in  front and  grouping term s gives
s 3 = - ^ (T’T‘ )" ( G !)J (dpXz -P)”'^ {4 (2 p)"[(l‘A )- <*V )]
-4p 2n(z • p)"-,[zx( %x) -  zx(^ii)]+2p4n(n -  D(z • p)°~2(zz -  zz)}. 
This is  zero since OVM = OV) = 4p4p and zx(V ) = zx(x%) = -2p2pzp so the 
contribution from Fig. 11a vanishes.
The contribution from Fig. l ib  comes from keeping two 0 ( g1) quark 
propagators while keeping the other propagator and the covariant 
derivatives only to 0(g°). We first work out the form for the 0 (g 1) 
propagator with its derivatives:
S 1 = (ig)Jd4y ( iz a x)n'( - iz a w)0 (Y14)1.(T*)jkA'|(y)
x(0|T^'(x)^Yj(y)|0)(0|TT8k(y)^(w)|0) 
= -ig(T* )* Jd4y (dPl)(dp2 )(iz • ax)n'(-iz • 3W )n
xe-ip*(x-y)e_ip*<y-w)f-Y ll- l  Ap(y)8 ij8 ki| .
\ 9  9 ) op 0
The x and w derivatives again give factors of z dotted into the momenta. We 
approximate Ap(y) as the first term in its field expansion:
A : (y M y xG *«». (1 1 .1 0 )
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As in the preceding case, we write the factor of y and the exponentials as a 
momentum derivative on the exponentials, do an integration by parts to 
move the derivative to the rest of the expression, and then do the y 
integration. This gives
S2 = (igXT, )i1 Jd4y(dp1Xdp2 )£G^(0 )e'iPl(*“y>e“ip,y
X( - i 5 f ) Z’Pl)n ( Z ’ P 2 ) "
= £g(T*)n G^(0)f d4y (dPlXdp2Xz • Pl)“ (z • p2)n — y ,— yx —
J L Pi Pa Pa
-nC z-P ar^ z.i-y ,,-!
Pi P2 . aP
= igCT-y^G^CO) f (dp)e_ip“(z • P l) " f  (z • p)“ \ - y x -  -  n(z • p)”" ^ \ -  
J L P P P P P Jap
where px = p2 s  p.
The first term can be written in a form which will simplify the trace 
evaluations by anticommuting terms using
PY11PY1P = Y^ PPPYx " 2p2(pxr |1 + PnYx) + 4p^PxP, 
and recognizing that since the last two terms are symmetric under 
exchange of p. and X, their contribution will be zero when multiplied by 
G*(0) which is antisym m etric under So we have
G^(0 )PYhPYxP = G^(0 )p2yHpYx.
When the two 0 (g 1) propagators are looked at together we see that 
the second term of S t does not contribute at all. If n=0 this is obvious. If 
n * 0 , only one of the two propagators has the n derivative acting on it. (See 
Eqn. II.8 ). When evaluating the traces, the Dirac part of each propagator 
ends up sandwiched between t ’a after the C’s have been moved using 
CyI = “YiiG and removed using C = -C “1 = -C T. One of these Z's will give
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zero in conjunction with a t  coming from the (gXpg|lv - g wg*'v) part of 
G^(0)GJv(0) acting on the zx from the second part of the 0 ( g1) propagator 
with the derivative acting on it and the first (and only) term of the other 
(Kg1) propagator. For example, there would be in the trace a term 
zx2 (k j )3(Yvk2Yp). and the factor from G^(0)G£v(0) would make either yv 
or yp a t .  Since t t -  0 there will be no contributions involving the second 
term of the (Kg1) propagator. Note that in the case that we have the first 
term of each (Kg1) propagator, the four y's with free Lorentz indices sum 
against each other instead of against a zx.
This means that compared to the lowest-order perturbative 
contribution (Fig. 10), two of the three propagators need to be replaced by
S“1 ¥ = > - | < T.)"GI, (0 )^-(Y.PTv)al,.p z p
This triples the number of terms since the (Kg1) propagators can be on any
combination of the three lines. We get 
J “If >- i J d 4*(dk1Xdk,Xdk,)e,*<',-k'-‘,-1*>^ ! j  p ^ | - ( z  k 1)”1(z ks)n-(z k3)"-
x<0|rG;X0)Gf(0)|0>^(CjVteC)„,.ew(-e,^.)|o[fo-k1)^-l)f6il'T5T“’j - i 5-
2 3
X^ laa'(YMk2Yv)pp'(Yplt3Y«)TT' + T“'8 fl'T“ ' — (Y (lk i Y v ) a a 'k 2P P '(Y pk 3 Y a )x t '
\  f
+ ( z k 2 )n(+l)+Ta'Tr 8 kk' 1 ,2 1 ,2  ^Y p k lY V X ia '(Y p k 2Y a )p P 'k 3 t t '  
1 2
C uV pjiV rikk ' x
“ b lc2W2^ 2  3
Xk ia p '( Y |ik 2Yv)po'(Y pk 3 Y o )« ' +  T ^ ' T ^ '  (Y p k iY v )a P 'k 2pa'(Ypk 3 Y a )n 'k2k
K 1K 2 / J  L v K 2K 3
xklaa'(Ypk2Yv V(Ypk3YoV + Tf5)VT*' r ^ (Y ,iklYv)aa'k2|fc'(Ypk3Yo V
13
+ W 5 « ,^ (Y .k |Y v )raXYpk!yaW kw ) + ( z k !)" (- l/8 il'TfT«'
k i k 2 y  v
“ b k2k2
*^2 3
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xki^ kaY j^ Y pK aY oV  + T ^ 'T * ' —p -  (Y^ k , y v )„ . k2(Ja. (Ypka yc )*.
K j K 3
+ T * T » ' 5 « - 1  ( Y . k . Y . W Y . k t f . W W  
K1K 2 /
+c (z.k ,)n(-l) 6 y'Tjk'Tld'■ Ab i 2. 2
•■*2 3
xklap.(Ypk2Yv V(Ypk3Ya>ia' + O T '  7^2- (Ypk jYv V  k2pt, (Ypk3 Yc )T
13
+ T fT f5“' ^ ( Y fk,YvV (7 ,k s70 V k a„ . l + (z-ks)“(+l)[s,kTfTbk‘-kzk1 a b k2k2•**2 3
xk^^YpkjYvJpp^YpkgYo)  ^+ T '^S '^T*' Tjjp- (Y^ kjY v)^ k2Pp. (Ypk3 Yo )T
K 1K 3
+T*X1 '8"'j53-(Y,k1Yv)w (Y,k2Y„VkJ„.
The field strength tensors can be written using their Lorentz invariance 
properties as
(0|TG£v(0)G£® (0)|0) = £ 8 .b(gw,g vo -  g V ) ( G 2). (II. 1 1 )
Using this, the color factors can be evaluated, giving, when multiplied by 
the Fermi factor, +4 in every case. Summing Lorentz indices and 
evaluating the traces leaves many of the terms zero due to two neighboring 
Z's. The remaining traces are all proportional to (z k 1)(z k2)(z k3), leaving 
us with
•I“ = g!{G2) | | j d <x(dk,)(dk2)(dkJ)ew '‘-|‘'-k'-k'l(z-k,)”‘*1(z.k2)"'*1(z-k:, r - 1
' 2oH 5'[(z'k,)"+(z'kj)”]+ 4 (z'kl)" fk 4 5’ + k 4 r _ k^* 1 * 2  L \ * 1 * 3  * 1 * 2  * 2
+(z-k2)n[ r i r  + - 1
k23 ,
+ 2c(z-k3) ^2 ^ 2I^U2 1, 2 1 .2  1, k
V “ -2 3 *M  2 1»'1“ ’3 .
The integrals are similar to those in Jpj£}, but differ in the number of 
momentum factors in the denominator. We follow the same method of 
solving the integral as in the previous case with the necessary adjustments. 
We solve the general integral
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I3 (a,b,c) = J d4x(dk1Xdk>Xdka)1Tii r r e l,-<,-k‘"k,"k,)(z • k^Cz • k2)b(z • k3)e
where the label 3 indicates that k3 is the momentum that is only squared in
the denominator.
We start by rewriting the denominator as
 I   4 ! frdal_______- 1—_______
kfk<k32 J (c^kj + a 2k2 + a 3k2 ) 6
After integrating over ran d  k3, the same substitutions are made as in the 
previous case to get rid of the cross terms and simplify the denominator 
leaving
2 W  2
I (a,b,c) = 24(z • q)‘+b+c JtdaK dm ^dm J
(  a 2a 3 Y f a,«,V Y  a ^ Y 1
I L ) {  Z A  2  J (m2 + m2 + r 2 ' 5 ’q )
The mx and m2 integrals can be done as before by Euclideanizing with the 
result
J(dm,Kdm! ) ( m , + m , + q I ) 5  = 2 4 ( 4 l t ) . Q 2 ■
To do the a  integrations, a change of variables to xv  x2, and a 0 is done as  
before leading to
I3 (a,b,c) = 7 —i-r j fz  • q),+b+c J d x ^ d a o S d -  a 0)-^— —  x?x2 x3 
(471) Q OCq x tx2
=  1  f - . a y»+ b+ c (a — l)!(b— l)!c!
(4tc)4 Q2 (a + b + c)!
Using the results for I3, we can write down the final form for J^"5:
1J (n .„ )  =  —/ « S . G 2U  J _ ( Z . q ) n l+n1+n>+n+3 1
\ it / it q 9b6 (nj + n2 + n3 + n +3)! 
x{2 a[(n+n 1)!n2 !(n3 + D l+n^n + mjlKn, + Dfl + bKn + n j ) !^  + l)!n3!
+(n + n^lnj !(n3 + 1)!- (n + n t + l)!n2 !n3!+ (n + n,)!(n+n2 )!n3!
+n! !(n + n2 )!(n3 + 1)!- nx!(n + n2 + l)!n3!] + 2 cnj!n2 !(n + n3 + 1 )!}
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= ( ^ G 2 \ 4 4 < * q ) ”'“ ,*",™‘scK >\ n /  7t q
where c i^ib) are the contributions from this diagram to the constants C2n,n) 
given by Eqn. II.7. The results are tabulated for the delta and the nucleon 
cases up to nt + n2 + n3 = 2  for n=0 and n= l in Table V.
The contribution from Fig. 11c comes from keeping one 0(g*) term 
from one of the covariant derivatives
D ^ y - i g A X  (1 1 .1 2 )
The A11 coming from the covariant derivative will contribute only when it is 
acting on the quark fields evaluated at x and not at zero. This is because, as 
can be seen from the field expansion for the fixed-point or Schwinger gauge 
(x^A^x) = 0 ) which we are using,
A, W  = £ _ L _ x>x ..
we have AH(0) = 0. The derivation for this field expansion can be seen, for 
example, in Ref. 34.
As shown before, the 0(g 1) quark propagator with derivatives 
(iz-ax)n'(-iz-aw)nlw=0 is
S?tf= |T .r G.,'(0)|(dp)e-,'-(zp)"-[(zp)"4-T ,Pyx-n(zp)"-,zl -i-PY.P ■
* L P P Jap
The first term will not contribute to this diagram due to the following 
reason. Either the or the yx will become a t  when put together with Eqn. 
11.11 and the z dotted into the covariant derivative. In the traces this t  will 
sit beside one of the three t's in J(H,n): (Cs)^, (2 C)a<p,, or 2 t.t . This will make 
the term zero.
The color factor and Fermi factor together give a +4 for cases in 
which the O (g1) propagator and the O (g1) covariant derivative are on
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TABLE V. Contributions to the coefficients c 5^ ' 10 for the gluon-gluon 
condensate term from diagrams l ib , 11c, and l id  for n=0 and n=l. The 
results are the same for the nucleon and the delta if  n=0 .
Diagram lib Diagram 11c Diagram l id
'2 ( 1 lb )
POU)
2(llb)
e<a,0>
C2(llc)
pOS.D
2(llc)
„(ii,0) (n .l)
■'2(1 Id ) ^ 2 { lld )
N = A N N = A N N = A N = A
y ( o ,o ,o )
y (  1,0,0)
y ( o .o . i )
y(2,0,0)
y ( o ,o ,2 )  
y d ,  1,0) 
y d , o . D
288
1162
“ 676
2880
960
1
6760
2880
676
7
11620
1920
2880
4320
8640
6912
1162
6120
23040
17280
 1_
3466
23040
 12_
138240
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
11620
"6 J®>
17280
8640
0
1
46080
1
23040
69120
1
0 34660
34660
69120
138240
0
0
0
"2880
1
2880
1
6760
0
0
 1_
8640
 1_
8640
1
17280
6760 17280
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different lines and - 8  when they are on the same line. If n x = n2 = n3 = 0, 
i.e., if  there are no covariant derivatives, the color factor is zero. However, 
since, in this case, the rest of the expression is separately zero, a 8 ni+nj+nj 0 
will not be written in explicitly. For each O (g1) covariant derivative we 
have a statistical factor of
ft)-
since it can come from any one of the n{ covariant derivatives. Using Eqns.
1 1 . 1 0  and H .ll, we get
Jnen) = - i jd 4x(dk1)(dk2 Xdk3 )eix'(q_k,"k,"k,)(C2 )ap(2 C)ar t x.j^-^zxn | - - y x  
(iZt) k S k F S S ( g V ' ' -  f r i G ' Y *  ■ k . r  (z ■ k, )"• (z ■ k3 )■•
x^a (z-k , ) ” ' 1 ^ 1^ I)°a ^2pp>k3tT<(-8 n 1(z-k 1)~ 1 +4n 2 (z-k2 ) _1 + 4n3 (z• k3)_1)
+(z• k2 ^ 2^ - — k3tt.(4n1(z • ki) ' 1 + 4n2(z • k2 ) _1 -  8 n3(z • k3)_1)] 
k2
+6 (^z • k 1)n_1 ^ i)^ ^ 2 2 lk 2pt.k3tp.(-8n1(z • kj) " 1 + 4n2(z • k2 ) _1 + 4n3(z • k3 )_1) 
+(z • k2 )n"1k lgt. k 3Tp.(4n1(z • k ^ -1 + 4n2(z • k2 ) _1 -  8 n3(z • k3 )_1)]
K?
+ c(z-k jn - 1  U  U  ' - 3 i r 3 'T O ' ■ 11 11
L 3 3
x[4nt(z- kj) -1 + 4nj (z • k2 ) -1 -  8 n3 (z • k3 )_1] J.
Contracting the Lorentz indices gives a z2=0 for the second term of 
(g^g1™ -  gXyg^)f and carrying out the traces gives
J u ^ = - iY ( G 2>nJd4x(dk1)(dk2Xdk3)eix(q-kl-k*-k*)( z k 1)n'+1( z k 2r +1( z k 3)n3+1 
x(z • x)j(2a + 6)^^ ‘^ 2 (-2nt(z • k ^ -1  +n2(z- k2 ) -1 + n3(z • k3)~x)
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* £vn !»  K fa-kx ) " 1 -  2 n2(z • k2 ) -1  + n3 (z-k3 r 1)K1K2K3
+2cS u  [n i(z • k i)"‘ +n2 <z * k2 ) _1 “ 2 n3(z • k3)_1]K|K2K3
As in previous cases, we get rid of the factor of x by replacing it with a 
derivative on the exponential and performing an integration by parts. We 
choose to make it a derivative on klt although another momentum can be 
chosen. The derivatives are then evaluated giving
= ^(G ^nJdV dkjX dkjjX dkgle^-^-^-^^z • k1)n‘+*(z • k2 )"’fl(z • k3 )"* '+1
x-l (2 a + 6 ) ~ ^ - ( - 2 n x(z • k x) -1  +n2(z • k2 ) _1 + n3(z • k g ) '1)
1 2  3
+(Ap ft) 2 (nt(z• ki ) _1 -  2 n2 <z • k2 ) _1 + n3(z • k3)-1)K1&2K3
+2c5 w  [P l(z ' k l)1  +n*(z ' k2)1 “  2n®(z ‘ k3)1lk 1k2k3
The integrals with denominators having only two and four powers of the 
momenta have been evaluated in diagram l ib . The integral with 
denominator k®k2k3 can be done similarly using
at
k xk2k3 J (axk? + a 2k2 + a 3k3 ) 5
and using the same substitutions. The result is
Jd4x(dklXdkaXdk3 )e,,,-<,,-,“-k«-k*)(z.k I), (z-ka)b(z-k3)e
•(zq)
a+b+c ( a - 2 )!b!c! (11.13)
2(4ji)4 Q2 (a + b + c)!'
Plugging in the results for the integrals gives
x [ ( 2  a  + 6 )(-2 n x(nx + n -  l)!(n2 + l)!(n3 + l)!+n2 (nx + n)!n2 !(n3 + 1 )! 
+n3 (n1+)!(n2 + l)!n3 !+ nxn x !(n2 + n)!(n3 + 1)!- 2 n2 (nx + l)!(n2 + n -  l)!(n3 + 1)!
,+ n ,+ n ,+ n+ 3J  ^  1
[ 96(nx+n2+n3+n + 3)!
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+n3 (n1 + DKnj +n)!n3 !)+ 2 c(n1n 1 !(na + l)!(n3 +n)! + n2 (n! + l)!n2 !(n3 + n)!
where the quantity in curly brackets is the contribution from diagram 1 1 c to 
the coefficients c2",n) of Eqn. II.7. The results are tabulated in Table V for 
the nucleon and delta for n t + +  n3 £ 2 .
In Fig. l id , the 0(g 1) parts of two covariant derivatives are kept. The 
propagators are kept only to lowest order. Most parts of the evaluation of 
the diagram will be familiar from previous diagrams. The statistical 
factors will be in this case
if the two 0 (gl) parts of the covariant derivatives come from the same line 
and
if they are from different lines. The color factors and Fermi factors are the 
same as for diagram 11c; specifically, together they are +4 for the 0 (g ‘) 
covariant derivatives on different lines and - 8  when they are on the same 
line. We get, using Eqns. II .9 ,11.10, and 11.12,
The traces are exactly the same as in the lowest-order perturbative case,
- 2 n3 (n! + l)!(n2 + l)I(n3 + n - 1 )!)]}
Jnd° = - i f d4x(dkj)(dk2)(dk3)e“ (q-k 1-k*_k’’ (z • k j"  (z • k 2P  (z • k3P  p p p
1 2  3
- 8 [£n2 (n2 -  l)](z • k2 r 2 -  8 [£n3 (n3 -  l)](z • k3 ) -2  + 4n!n2(z k^'Hz-k2) _1 
+4n2n3(z • k2 r ‘(z • k3 ) _1 + 4nxn3(z • k^'^z • k3 )'l}{a[(z • k 1)nk laa.k2Pp.k3Tt. 
+(z • k2 )nklaP,k2Pa.k3tt.]+ 6 [(z • k!)n klaa,k2fyt.k3^ .+ (z • k2)“ klot.k2Pa.k3l)}(] 
+c(z-k3)° [kiap.k2Pt.k3TO. + k lctt.k2jJp,k3m.]].
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giving factors of 16(z• kxXz• k2Xz • k3) or twice that. Contracting the Lorentz 
indices gives a factor of x V - (z -x )8, the first term of which is zero. 
Replacing the two factors of x by partial derivatives with respect to on the 
exponential, moving the derivatives by integrating by parts, and carrying 
out the derivatives is equivalent to making the replacement
(z • x)2 e"ft> “^ ( z  • k,)"* ^ - 8 -^(z • k ^ ^ e - * 1 x. 
k; k"
Jnd° = ~ f” (G2) J d4x(dk x Xdk2 )(dk3 )e“ <q-k 1 _kl “k* * (z • k x)"1 +3 (z • k2 )"*+1 (z • k3 )n 3 + 1
We get
r 2
3
x * , [ntfot -  D(z • k ^ " 2 + n 2 (n2 -  l)(z • k2 ) “2 + n3 (n3 -  l)(z • k3 ) ' 2
* 1 * 2  3
-njn2(z • ki)_1(z- k2 ) _1 -  n ^ t e  • k2 )_1(z- k3 ) _1 -  n 1n3(z • k^'^z • k3)-1] 
x[(2 o + 6 )((z • k^” + (z • k2 )n)+ 2 c(z • k3 )n] .
The integrals have been evaluated previously for diagram 11c and are given 
in Eqn. 11.13. Using these results, we get for a final form
J ' " ; 1 l l ( z .q ) " '* -
\ x / % q
+H|+n+3 1  1
96 (n, + n2 + n3 + n + 3)! 
x{(2a + 6 )(R(np n2, n3) +R(n2, n x, n3)) + 2c(R(n3, n2, n l))}
where we define
R(npn2 ,n3) = R(npn3 ,n2) s  n 1(n1 -  lXnx + n -  l)!(n2 + l)!(n3 + 1 )!
+n2 (n2 -  lXnt + n + l)!(n2 -  l)!(n3 +1)!+ n3 (n3 -  lXnx + n + l)!(n2 + l)!(n3 -1)! 
- n ^ f a j  +n)!n2 !(n3 + +n)!(n2 + l)!n3 !-n 2n3 (n1 + n+  l)!n2 !n3!.
The results for the first few moments are tabulated in Table V.
The sum of all contributions to the gluon-gluon condensate term are 
shown in Table IV.
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II.B.iii Four-Quark Condensate Contribution
The contributions to the four-quark condensate are shown in Fig. 12. 
The diagrams with both quark and gluon background fields can be written 
in terms of the four-quark condensate by using the equations of motion. 
The tree diagram (Fig. 12d without the gluon) is zero due to the traces 
containing neighboring t'a, making them vanish. This means we will 
have only the loop diagrams shown.
In diagram 12a, the mixed vacuum expectation value which is 
generated can be written as
(0 |Tua (x) (y )up (0)|0) = ^ y “(a^)(* ^ j ( u a pvFpvu)
- “ (4 q}y“xV(<VYv)ae + ^ f ( 4 q>y“(y«»Y(l -  y ^  )«#+•■•
by using the first few terms of the field expansions for A(l(y) and u(x) and 
where the quark masses have been neglected. Here A(l(y) = A* (y)Ta and 
(4q) = {0|Tu|(0)T*(r„)tf« 0 )  £q"(0)T .l,Cr“)„qf|0>.
A =Fl»vor
This expression is derived in detail in, for example, Ref. 34. The first term 
comes from the lowest-order terms in the field expansions of both Ap(y) and 
u(x), and does not contribute to the four-quark condensate because the 
traces contain an odd number of gamma matrices. The second and third 
terms do contribute and come from keeping the next higher terms in the 
field expansions of u(x) and AH(y), respectively. They will be calculated 
separately. We will label the contribution from the term linear in y 1 2 a.i 
and from the term quadratic in y 12a.ii. These same terms will come into 
play in evaluating Fig. 12c when a gluon field is kept from one of the 
covariant derivatives, and we will split that diagram into two separate
(1 2 a) (1 2 b)
(1 2 c) (1 2 d)
FIG. 12. Diagrams contributing to the four-quark condensate term in the 
quark evaluation of the correlator.
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contributions labelled analogously, 1 2 c.i and 1 2 c.ii.
We work first on the 12a.i contribution where we keep the second 
term in the field expansion of one of the quark fields and the first term of 
the expansions of the other quark field and the gluon field.
In this case, we get zero for any terms which have derivatives acting 
on the broken line because if  the differentiated expression itself is not zero, 
then it generates a t  which sits beside another t  in the traces and gives 
zero. If no derivatives are acting on it, however, we do get a nonzero result.
The 0(g°) propagator line is straightforward and like those of the 
previous cases. The 0 (g l) propagator is similar since the y dependence is 
linear as it was in the previous cases where we approximated 
A,l(y )» ^yvG^fO), but the overall factors are different. The color factor 
times the Fermi factor gives an overall minus sign in conjunction with the 
color-saturated vacuum expectation value (uA^u); The factor of xv coming 
from the mixed condensate will be written as
acting on the e’q * term in order to simplify the x integrals.
In order to avoid rewriting the integral signs and other overall 
factors with different momenta for each term in the expression, these 
factors will be labelled with subscripts and written only once. The subscript 
for the 0(g°) propagator line will be A. It will match the subscript of the 
single factor k in  the individual terms. The subscript for the 0 (g !) 
propagator will be B. It will match the momentum subscript in the factors 
of Y^ ky^  and kyHk in the individual terms. The subscript for the broken line 
will be C. It will be whichever of 1, 2, and 3 are not taken by A and B. Using
6 8
this convention along with the above information we get
,)"A
_._a
I  X j
^ ( C ^ ( ? C ) a,^ t J d  W ^ J ( d k A A .(z . k,
iJ(dkB)e-ft- ^ ( z - k B)n» j 8 nc0 |a {(Z-kir k laa.(Y(lk2Y jw.(o“(‘Yv)Tt, 
+klaP»[(z • k2)“ YukjYa, -  n(z • k2 )n_1z(Bk2Y|lk2 ]|ja,(o“1,lYv)Tt'
+ ( Z  • b j ' I k ^ X o ^ y J v ' i y J t a y J n ' + S ^ i a p ' C o ^ Y v W Y ^ Y  • ) « «  
+ 8 n 0 ( O ^ Y v ) a a ' W ( ^ k 3 Y . ) « '  +  ( z  * k 2 ) "  ( O ^ Y  v W  k 2p a ' ( Y ^ s Y o ,  ) « '
+[(z • k 1)nY(lk1Ym -  n(z • k 1)n_lz(0k 1Ytlk 1]aa.k2pp. (a^Y v )«• 
+(z-k2 )n(Y(lkiYa,)alj-k2(Ja'(<y“HYv)t.'+ 8 no(OaVYv)aa'(Y|lk2Y<»)pp'k3TT'
+(aavYv)ap'Kz -k2)nYKk2Y0,-n (z -k 2 )n_1za)k2Y|1k2 ]po,k3tl,
+[(z • k x)n y^ Y * -  n(z • k 1)n_1z<Dk 1YHk 1]aa.(a“,1Yv)pp'k3Ti'
+ 8 n o ( Y Rk lY « ,)a P '( o “ ,lY v )p a 'k  3tc' J
+6 {Curly-bracketed coefficient of A but with P' «-> x'} 
+c{8 n0k lap((Y(1k2Y(a)p (^o“,1Yv)m' + 8 „0 (Y^iY Jap'V'te^Yv)™' 
+klap,(o0VYv)pt'[(z • k3)n Y^sYa, “ n(z • k3 )n_1zmk3Ytlk3]ta,
+ (z • k 3)"k laP,(o 0VYv)pl'[(z • k 3)nY|ik 3Yo, “  n (z  • k a ^ z ^ Y ^ ^ ,  
+(z*k3)n(o“,*Yv)aP'(YHk2Y»)pt'k3tB' + (Z-k3)n(Y^ k lY«,)aP'(®“,‘Yv)px'k3ra' + (P' «"> *')) •
This simplifies somewhat after the traces are carried out with some terms 
cancelling and some adding giving
J £ 3  = - ^ W 3 2 i z , ) ^ - J d ,x(dkAXdkB)e“"'-t-- |- | (z ^ ) ,‘ (z^ | )'l‘ 5n c0
x{2 a[n(z • k2)n+1(z • k x) + n(z • k x)n+1(z • k2) + 8 n0(z • k2)(z • k3)
+(1 + n)(z • k2)"+1(z • k3) + (1 + n)(z • k 1)n+1(z • k3) + 8 n0(z • k x)(z • k3)]
+6 [-(z • kx)n+1(z • k2) + (1 + n)(z • k2)n+1(z • kx) -  (z • kx)n+1(z • k3) + 8 n0(z • kx)(z • k3) 
+8 n0 (z • k2 )(z • k3) -  (z • k2 )n+1(z • k3) + (1  + n)(z • kx )n+1(z • k2) -  (z • k2 ) n + 1 (z • k x) 
+8 n0(z • k2)(z • k3) + (1 + n)(z • k2)n+I(z • k3) + (1 + n)(z • k 1)n+l(z • k3) + 8 n0(z • kx)(z • k3 )]
G9
+2 c[n(z • k3 )n+1(z • k ,)+ n(z • k3 )n+1(z • ka)+ (z • k3 )n+1(z • k2) + (z • k3 )n+1(z • k !)]}. 
We need integrate in this case over only three four-momenta instead 
of four which has previously been the case. We look at the general integral
I = Jd4 x(dk A)(dkB)efe(q~kA~k>) (z’ (z' ^ rB
A B
and follow the same outline as in previous cases. We start by rew riting the 
denominator as
k jk J = 2 / W“ ](aAk i + o Bk |)s - 
where now [d a ]sd aAdaB8 ( l - a A- a B). The x integrals are carried ou t
giving a four-dimensional delta function which disappears w hen we then
integrate over kA. Two substitutions are then done to sim plify the
denominator:
1b - ^b
a A + < x „
which gives for the denominator
^ _ q  and = (a* + CCb)2 12
a Aa B
( \ 3 
« A « B
t^tA +(XB
(1 b  + q 2 ) 3
After Euclideanizing we get 
I = 2 iJ(d4lBE)[d<x]<xE
f  \ f  Y"A(  \ 2
t t A -  a  I a At t B
l « A + a B J
Z 1 q
l « A + a B ) l ( a A + a B) 2 J
T-l
( - 1)5 ^ - [ ( l L + Q 2)
V a A + « B
The integral over 1BE can now easily be done. To solve the a  integrals we
make substitutions similar to those made in the other cases, namely,
a .
X B = ' and a n = a . +a„.
a A + ( X B
This gives us a form which can be solved in terms of the Beta function. We
get
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.  _ .  1  (mB -  l)lmA 1 (z • g)mA
(4 tc )2 (mA+m B)! q 2
Acting on this with the derivative in gives
z 9 r 2i 1  (n*B -  l)ImA 1 (z • g ) 1" * * 1" 8 * 1 
v3zv (4ji) 2 (mA + mB)! q4
Before writing down the final form for Ju£j,we need to discuss the 
four-quark condensate (4q). We will use the Vacuum S a tu ra tio n  
Hypothesis3 5  (VSH) to reduce it to a square of the two-quark condensate 
(0|Tuo(0)u„(0)|0)s(uu). The VSH asserts that intermediate states in  (4q) 
other than the vacuum can be neglected. This amounts to saying th a t  the 
vacuum does not have a significant number of four-quark color singlets 
which cannot be decomposed into two-quark color singlets compared to two- 
quark color singlets.
Using the VSH, we can simplify the four-quark condensate. We have 
<4q) = (0|u‘(0)T*(y,)„ui(0)
A «  F lavor
={o|up(0 )T1i‘(Yll)p(1u^(0 ))o) X (o |5“ <off"(v'^qlAm)|o)
A »Flavor
-TajHY,)^T“ (y^)m(0|uj(0)ul(0)|0)(0|u;(0)uj,(0)|0).
The first term of this is zero since it has a color octet between (color-singlet) 
vacuum states. We can write the two-quark expectation value in  the 
general Lorentz invariant form: {0|u^(0)u^(0)|0) = AS^ 1 where A is a
constant. Then multiplying both sides by 5^5° gives A = -jj(uu). U sing the 
general form we can rewrite the four-quark condensate as
<4q) = -T?(Y. V W ) *  A8ft6»A8w5M = -64A 2 = - |{ u u > ! .
We can now present the final form for this part of the contribution 
from diagram 12a. Using the general form for the integral derived 
previously and the form for the four-quark condensate given above we have
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x{2a[n(n1 + DKn, + l)!8 n>0 + n(nt + n)!(n2 + l)!8 n j0  + 8 n08 ni0n2 !(n3 + 1)! 
+(l+n)8 ni0 (n2 +n)!(n3 + 1)!+ (1+ n)(nx + n)!8 „i0 (n3 + D b-S^n^S^n., + 1 )!] 
+6 [-(n 1 + n + l)!n2 !8 n j0  + (1 + nX ^ + l)!(n2 + n)!8 n j0  -  (nx+ n + l)!8 „j0n3!
+8 n0 (n1 + D!8 0 lon3 !+ SnoSn.o^ + D!n3 1-  5 n,o( n 2 + n + l)!n3!
+(l+n)(n 1 + n)!(n2 + l)!8 n i0  - n x!(n2 +n + l)!8 n j0  + 8 n08 ni0n2 !(n3 + 1 )! 
+(l+n)8 ni0 (n2 +n)!(n3 + l)!+(l+n)(n 1 + n)!8 nt0 (n3 + l)!+8 n0n 1!8 nj0 (n3 + 1)!] 
+2 ctn(n, + l)!8 ni„(n3 +n)!+n8 „i0 (n2 + l)!(n3 + n)!+8 ni0n2 !(n3 + n + 1 )!
+n1 !8 „i0 (n3+n + l)!]}.
The contribution from this expression to the coefficients c3n,n) are shown for 
the first few moments in Table VI.
We now move on to the contribution from Fig. 12a which is quadratic 
in y. Here the mixed condensate will be replaced by
(0|Tua(x)A|l(y)up(0)|0) = * -  7 ^ X 7 °%  
where the VSH has been used. Any of the derivatives acting on this give 
zero.
The 0(g°) propagator line and its derivatives are the same as before 
but the OCg1) propagator with its derivatives are slightly different due to the 
fact that the y dependence is quadratic whereas it has been linear in all the 
previous cases. Some of the terms of the propagator with its derivatives 
drop out due to having z's which sit next to other 2 's in the total expression. 
This leaves the net effect of having a quadratic y dependence being that we 
have for the OCg1) propagator with its derivatives and the (y2g^ - y ^ )  
factor
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TABLE VI. Contributions to the coefficients c f ,n) of the four-quark 
condensate from the diagrams of Fig. 1 2  for the nucleon and the delta for 
n=0,l. The results are the same for the nucleon and the delta for n=0.
p(H.O)
L 3(12a.i)
-O t.l)
t 3(12«.i)
p (H.O)
b 3(12a.ii)
p (B.l)
l '3(12a.ii)
p (H,0)
t 3(12b) c,(n .l)3(12b)
N = A N A N = A N A N = A N A
y (o ,o ,o ) if if if _  427 _ 16 243 _  18243 227 281 281
y (  1.0 .0 )
M 38 1296
__ 4.
81
___13-
486
6
216
.2.
81
A.
81
1
108
y (o .o . i ) 4
81 i t
13
648 81
_ 1 
81
-JL jL  
9 n
2
81 0
1
162
y (2 ,o ,o )
162 405
_12_
3240
_  8 
243 “ *
37
2430 81
1
90
29
3240
y ( o ,o ,2 ) if 405 _23_1620 __s_243 ___L81 X81 405 _L1_1620
y d . i . 0 ) 0 2 ^
- L .
648
___ 2_
243
_  7 
1216
7
1620 0
1
405
1
1620
y d . o , i ) -L .
162
7
1620 6480
___2_
243
_  7 
2430
7
1944 0
1
810
1
3240
/ .( “ .O)
3(12e.i)
P (5.1>
L 3(12c.i)
r (S.O)
C 3(12c.ii)
e (H.l)
4'3(12c.ii)
r (B.O)
l '3(12d) c,(n.D■3(12d)
N =  A N A N = A N A N = A N A
y (o ,o ,o )
0 0 0 0 0 0 29
4
27
i
27
y (  i.o.o) 0 “ 324 1296 0 243 972
_L
27
7
108
1
432
y ( o ,o , i )
0 1162
1
648 0
_  2 
243
_ 1 
486
4
27
1
54
1
24
y ( 2 ,o,o) 2
81 “ 40?
7
810
8
243
- i2 _
121?
14
1216
1
54
13
270
1
216
y ( o ,o ,2) _2_
81 “ 406
___ L.
136
8
243
8
1216
_A_
406
i.
9 135
17
540
y d .  1,0) 1
81 810
11
3240
_  4
243
_  2 
1216
11
2430 0
1
90
1
360
y d . o , i ) -L
81
1
180
29
6480
4
243
1
136
_ 29
4860
1
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1
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11
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- ig  f (dk, )e-ft“  p-(z • k,)n'« (l+ n X k J t*  -  k f g ^  •
The color and Fermi factors are the same as in the 12a.i case, giving 
an overall factor of one.
The labelling of the lines will be the same as in the other part of Fig. 
12a: A for the 0(g°) propagator line, B for the 0 (g1) propagator line which 
in this case matches the i in the kfk* -  kfg*w factor, and C for the broken 
line. We get
= - i [ - ig (S u )2](Cz)af (zC)„,.zt,  J d‘xeiqj j  (dk„ )e-'k* * A-(z • k* )"> 
x J(dkB)e-,‘ , "‘^ ( z - k B)"-Js„o0][o((z k ,r k 100.(k“k J -k ‘g"X7I)l,t.(yf )„.
+ ( l+ n K z - l^ r k ^ X k 'k J  -  klg'-X Y v V - (7 ,)„ .  
+ ( z - k 1)"km .( Y .W ( k ;k j - k = g l‘vX r ,)^ + 5 „ o k w .(Y„)|1„ .( k ;k ; -k jg '- ) (Y v)„. 
+8.o(Y,)«.-ltJ»'(kSk:-k 3 V X Y .)» + fe -k J)"(Y.Vlt2Pl.(k;kJ-k'g»')(Y>)„.
-Kl+nXz- k .rtk 'k ; -  kJg'-XY.U-lt^XY.),' 
+(z-k1 )"(k;k;-k;g^XY.)^k2R.-(Y,)w +s„0 (Y»)„.<kSk;-k=g»'XY.vks„. 
+(l+nX z-k,)“(Y,. V<k»k; -  k^ 'X Y . V k3„-
■K1 +n)(z-k,)“(k'k; -  k;g'’XY.)„.<Y.Vk,„.
+8 l 0 (k'k; -  k;g“>XY. V<Y, V * « >
+6 {Curly-bracketed coefficient of A but with p' <-» x'}
^ ^ ^ ( k S k J  -  kUrXYvV (^ )« -  + ^ 0 (k?kl -  k*g^XYvW
+(1 + n)(z- k3 )nk la|1.(Yll V (kjk; -  k’g^XY,)^ 
+(l+nXz-ka)”(Y.W k»f(k»k;-kSg'‘, XY.)„. 
+ (z k J)"(Y|1V ( k 'k ; - k |g l‘''XY.Vka«- + fe-ks>l'(k ;k I-k ;g |i'XY.V(YBW k3„-
The traces give various factors of z- k, times 16 or 32.
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The integrals in this case are the same as in 12a.i except we have a 
momentum to the sixth power in the denominator instead of to the fourth 
power. We use
k i k i = 3 f [dalt a ^ W
and do exactly the same substitutions as in 12a.i. This gives, after
Euclideanizing,
I = 3 iJ(dnMXda]aS|-2 ?-
J  V t t A +  °
( ~ l /
-z q
/  Y » a
I i n
(  V  
a Aa B
z  q
l a A +  a B J ^ ( a A + a B ) 2 J
« A « B (12be+Q 2)4
-1
^ A  + a B;
The 1BE integrals are easily done. We then substitute x2 and a 0 for a! and 
a 2, exactly as before, and solve, getting
!  =  ■
i (z-q)mA+m» mA!(mB - 2 )!
2(4tc) 2 Q4 (mA + mB -1)! ’
Using this for the integrals, we get for the contribution from this part
of diagram 1 2 a,
2_ 1_
81 (n! + n2 + n3 + n + 2 )! 
x[(2 a + 6){5at0 [(n| +n  + l)!n2!+ (1 + n)(nx + l)!(n2 + n)!] + S^otO^ + n + l)!n3!
+8 n0 (n1 + l)!n3!] + 5ni0 [8n0 (n2 + l)!n3!+ (n2 + n + l)!n3!] + 8 „j0 [(l+n)(nt + l)!(n2 + 1)!
+nj !(n2 + n + 1 )!]+ 8 ni0 [8 n0n2 !(n3 + l)!+(l+n)(n 2 +n)!(n3 + 1 )!]
+8 „a0 [(l+  n)(nx + n)!(n3 + DS+SnonJfna + l)!]} + 2 c{8 „i08 n0 (n1 + l)!n2!
+8 ^ 0 ^ !  + l)!(n3 + n)!+ 8 „i0 (l+n)(n 2 + l)!(n3 +n)!+ 8 nj08 n0n1 !(n2 + 1 )!
+8 „i0n2 !(n3 + n + 1 )!+ 8 ni0n! !(n3 + n + 1 )!}].
Table VI shows the results from this expression for the first few moments.
For Figs. 12b and 12d we need the expansion for the two-quark
vacuum expectation value. It is derived for the first few terms in Ref. 34
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and is given by
(0|Tu„(0)u£(x)|0) = i^ S ^ u u )  _ i S^S^x2 (uaFu) -  ig2 3 ^ 6  8ax2 (<)pa(4q)+- • •. 
where the quark masses have been neglected. The lowest term in this 
expansion which gives a nonzero result for this diagram is the third term. 
The first two terms will have an odd number of gamma matrices in the 
traces and will thus be zero.
Since there are three powers of x in this expression, we could 
potentially have three nonzero derivatives. However, i f  two or more 
derivatives are acting on it, we get factors of z2 or z|1 which give a zero 
result when put back into the entire expression. If there are no derivatives 
we rewrite the three powers of x as
n v . 9 9 9  x*x..x 1
11 " d q ^ d q ,  
acting on the exponentials, and similarly, for one derivative we have
(iz • 9)x|lx 1.xv = 2 i(x • z)xv + vanishing term -» - 2 iz„ J* .
* dq* dqv
The single derivative acting on this line can act on either end so that this 
factor will be multiplied by 8 („i+n)1.
The other two lines will be lowest-order propagators which we have 
encountered before.
Since the color dependence of the broken line is the same as an 0(g°) 
propagator, the color and Fermi factors are the same as in the purely 
perturbative case, i. e. they give an overall factor of -6 .
We again follow the convention of writing some factors with general 
indices outside the brackets to condense the equation. The two 0(g°) 
propagator lines will be represented by A and B, and the broken line by C. 
We also use n* to mean n acting on line C only. The terms inside the
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square brackets which do not contain a factor of (z-kj)” are the ones for 
which n* = 1 . We have
J? (- 6 )(i3)
a a a -2 5 a ao g q  g q i i  ^  nc +«> \i n
f(z .k A)nO
k 2
(z-kB)"B
k 2k b
xJd4x(dkA)(dkB)e‘J,(q-k*-k->(C2 )ap(?C)a1l,?t.t 
x{a[(z- k j ) nk lao.k 2pp,(Yv)CT' +  (z • k 2)nk lap,k 2(Ja,(Yv)tt . +  ( z - k 1)nk laa.(Yv)p3- k 3Tt.
+ l^afJ'(Yv)pa  ^3^ + (Yv)aa'^ 2PP'^ 3«' +  ( Z ' k 2 )  (Y v ^ a P '^ 2 P a '^ 3 T t 'l
+ & [ (  Z - kl) k laa,k2pt' (Yv)tP' + (z ‘k2) l^at'^2po'^ Yv^ iP' +(z* ki) k laa,(Yv)pf>k3tp. 
+*i«'<YvWk 3tp> + (Yv )aa' k2Pt'k3t?' + (z ’ k 2 )" (Yv )<n' k2Pa'k3tP' 1 
+ c [ k lap.k 2Pt'(Y v)ta' +  k lore'k 2PP/(Y v)ta ' +  ‘ ^ 3 ^ "  k laP' (Y v)p t'k 3ta'
+ ( z k 3) k la t '( Y v ) p p 'k 3 ta ' "^ (Z’kj) (Y v )a 0 'k 2fh 'k 3 ra ' "^(Z'ks) CYv^oct/ k 2PP'k 3 x a '^  •
The traces reduce to factors of (z* k{Xz*kj)zv times 16 or 32.
The integrals are very similar to those of diagram 12a. We use
k^k|
and exactly the same substitutions to get
+ a Bk2 ) 2
I  =  - ■ln(Q2 X zq)m*+n,» mA!mB,
(4x) 2 (mA+m B + l)!
where terms which map to zero under the Borel transformation are not
shown. Of the many terms generated by the derivatives acting on this, most 
are zero because they contain factors of z2. We get
w _a a a t 8 i (z-q) n u * mB* 1 mA!mB!
aq^aq^aqy" (4x) 2 q4 (mA + mB)!
8 i (Z'q)m,t",ta m A!mB!
# wnv q4 (mA + mB + l)!’
Putting all of this together, we get for the contribution from diagram
2z z JLJLi = .
^ d q .a q y (4jc) 2
12b
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W  - [ ^ W ^ W  (nt + n , +n 3 + n + 2)!^
x{ ( 2  a + 6 )C(8 n j0  -  SBj 1)((n1 + n+  l)!(n2 + 1 )!+ (rij + l)!(n2 + n + 1 )!)
+(8 „ , 0 - 8 n,i)(n 1 +n  + l)!(n3 + 1)!+(8 Bi+Bi0 - 8 nt+n>1)(n1 + l)!(n3 + 1)!
+ '*>n1+n.o - 8 ni+n,iXn 2 + DKn3 + X)!+ (5B i0 -  SBi i)(n, + l)!(n3 + n + 1)!] 
+2 c[(8 n j+ n 0  -  8 Bl+Bfi)(nl + l)!(n2 + 1 )!+ (8 Bf0 -  8 Bj 1Xn1 + l)!(n3 + n + 1 )!
+(5„ i0  -  8 Bil)(n2 + l)!(n3 + n + 1)!]}.
This has been tabulated in Table VI for the first few moments.
In Fig. 12c, the broken line is the same as in Fig. 12a. The difference 
is that the gluon comes from one of the covariant derivatives instead of from 
an OCg1) propagator. Note that the gluon can only come from a covariant 
derivative acting on the field evaluated at x and not the field evaluated at 0  
since in this gauge AH(0) = 0. As mentioned before, the contribution from 
the mixed vacuum expectation value will be broken into two separate 
pieces, one being linear in the gluon field argument ( 1 2 c.i) and one being 
quadratic in that variable (1 2 c.ii).
For 12c.i we have
(0|Tua(x)A|l(x)u(,(0)|0) => —^ ( 4 q ) x a>xv(aavYv)ap •
In this case the gauge field is evaluated at the same point as one of the 
fermion fields as opposed to the case for 12a.i. This means th a t the 
derivatives will be slightly different. As it turns out, if  there are any 
derivatives acting on this line, the result is zero either because factors of z 
are generated which sum against other factors of z from the rest of the 
expression or because higher numbers of derivatives give a zero result.
There will be a statistical factor of n, when the OCg1) covariant
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derivative comes from a different line than the broken line since the gluon 
part can be taken from any one of the n, derivatives acting on that line. 
There needs to be no statistical factor if  the comes from the broken line 
since, in that case, there can be exactly one derivative since any extra 
derivatives will be simple ones which, as mentioned before, are zero when 
acting on the broken line.
The two factors of x will as usual be written as q derivatives acting on 
the exponential.
The color and Fermi factors together give a +1 if  the gluon field from 
the covariant derivative is acting on one of the two 0 (g°) propagator lines 
and a - 2  if  it is acting on the broken line.
The two lowest-order propagator lines will be represented by the 
subscripts A and B while the broken line will be represented by C. Using 
this notation we have
a a (C? lop (*C)BV Zx’i
dq* dq,ij
x j d4x(dkA)(dkB)e“ (<|-kA-kB)^  J p -  j(z • kA)n* (z • kB)nB (- iZ|1)
x{a[(-28nil + 8ni0n2( z k 2r 1 + 8„l0n3(z- k 3)“l)(8n0(o^Yv)««'
+(z • k2 )n (o^ Yv W  k2pa.k3tl.)+ (S^n^z • k^"1 -  28„, i+8ni0n3(z • k3r 1)
x((z • k i ) n  k l a a . v )pp- k3w.+8n0k 1^ .  ( o ^ Y  v )p o ' ^ 3 t r ' ) +  ( 8 n ,  on i ( z '  k i )
+8 n|on2 (Z'k2) 1“28njl)((z-k1) k laa.k2pp.(a^Yv)rt- +(z • k2)
+6[same as square-bracketed coefficient of A but with P' <-> x' ] 
+c[(-28nil + 8„i0n2(z- k2)_1 + 8n 10n3 (z • k3 )_1)((z • k3 )n (o^Yv W  
+(z- k3)n(oa,lYv)aT^ 2pp^ 3ta')+ (8n,oni(z • k^ '1 -  28nj i+8nj0n3(z • k3)_1) 
x((z • k3) kiap'((Taj(1Yv)pt'^ 3ta'^Z- k3) kjot.fOjmYv^ pP'^ ra') (8n,0^ 1^  ‘ 
^®n|0®2 '^ k2) —28nj i) §^nokiap>k2pt.(Ga||tYv)‘(a'^ *8n0^ 1tn,^ 2f){)'
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The traces all give 32 or 16 times izajzv(z-ki)(z-kj) where i * j.
The integrals along with the q derivatives acting on them have 
already been evaluated for diagram 1 2 b so we can write down the final 
result directly:
J&Ti = [ - ^ ( V ^ u u ) 2(z • q)ni+n,+n*+n+3I     —[rcq ' ' X  2 7 (nx+ n 2 + n3 +n  + 2 )!>
x{(2 a + 6)[8n0{-28ni f a  + DKn3 + 1 )!+ 8 Oi0n2n2 !(n3 + 1 )!+ 8 ni0n3 (n2 + l)!n3!} 
-28ni x(n2 + n + l)!(n3 + 1)!+ Sni0n2 (n2 + n)!(n3 + 1 )!+ 8 ni0n3 (n2 + n + l)!n3! 
H-Sn^n^ni + n)!(n3 + 1 )!- 28nj ^  + n + l)!(n3 + 1)!+ 8 . ^ , ^ !  + n + l)!n3!
+S„0 {8 n1on1n 1!(n3 + 1)!- 28„jl(n1 + l)!(n3 + 1 )!+ + l)!n3!}
+8 „i0n 1(n1 +n)!(n2 + l)!+8 „i0n2(ni + n +  l)!n2!-28Iljl(n1 + n+  l)!(n2 + 1 )! 
+8 „j0n 1n 1!(n2 + n + 1 )!+ SBa0na(n1 + l)!(n2 + n)!- 28nj !(nt + l)!(n2 + n + 1 )!] 
+2c[-28nil(n2 + l)!(n3 + n+  l)!+8 „i0n2n2 !(n3 + n+  l)!+8 ni0n3 (n2 + l)!(n3 + n)! 
+8 „i0n 1n 1 !(n3 + n + l)!-28nil(n, + l)!(n3 + n  + Dl+S^onafnj + l)!(n3 + n)! 
+8 no{5 n,on in iKn2 + lM+S^on^nj + l)!n2!-28njl(nx + l)!(n2 + 1 )!}]}.
The numerical results from this part of Fig. 12c are shown for the first few 
moments in Table VI.
We now move on to contribution 12c.ii which comes from making the 
following replacement for the mixed vacuum expectation value:
(0|Tua (x) (x)up (0)| 0) => -^ (4 q )(x 2g(lv -  xtlxv)(Yv)ap.
This expression will be multiplied by a z*1 coming from the (iz -D) and by a
zv which is generated when the traces are evaluated. This means that the 
first term will give a zero contribution due to the g^ v, and also any 
derivatives on this give a zero result due to these two z's summing against 
each other or against z's generated by the derivatives. As usual, the factors 
of x will be written as derivatives on the exponentials.
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The color and Fermi factors are the same as in the 12c.i case, 
namely, - 2  i f  the 0(g 1) part of the covariant derivative is acting on the 
broken line and + 1  if  it is not. The statistical factors relating to choosing the 
A(1 from the derivatives are also exactly the same as in the 12c.i case.
Again we use A and B for the two lowest-order propagator lines and 
C for the broken line. The resulting expression looks very similar to that of 
1 2 c.i, and we have
J 8 3  -  f f [ W ^ nu)! | s „ ^ ] (c *)* <
x J d4x(dkA )(dkB)eu (q"kA -k> j^ T ^ z • kA )"A (z • kB )n®
x ja[(-28ni! + S„i0n 2(z • k2 )_1 + 8„i0n 3(z • k3 
+(z • k 2)n(Yv)ap.k2pa.k3tl,) + (8Ili0n 1(z • kj)"1 -  28n> 1+8n|0n 3(z • k3 )_1) 
x((z • k ,)" k laa. (y v )w. k 3tt.+Sn0k lap, (y v Ip,,. k 3Tt.) + (8n s 0n  x (z • k j )_1 
+8n1on2(z- k2r ‘-28n, 1)((z-k1)nk laa.k2pp.(Yv)tt.+(z-k2)nk lap.k2pa.(Yv)TT.)] 
+6[same as square-bracketed coefficient of A b u t w ith P' x'] 
+c[(-2 5 n ,i+ Sn.o^Cz • k 2)_1 + 8„i0n 3(z • k 3 )_1 )((z • k 3 )n ( y v ) ^ .  k 2|Jt,k3ra.
+(z • k3 )n(Yv)at<k2M1.k3TO,)+ (8 ni0n 1(z-k 1) " 1 -  28„, 1+Snt0n3(z • k3)_1) 
x((z■ k3 )nkiap-(Yv)fk'k3TO,+(z• k3) k lat.(Yv)pp-k3ra,)+ (8 ni0n 1(z-k1) 1
+8 n,oB2 (z-k2) 1—28nj i)^ 8 n0k lap.k2pt,(Yv )ta.+8 n0k iat<k2pp. (Y v )ta')J| •
The traces are all proportional to zv(z’k{)(z*kj). The integrals are exactly 
the same as in the 1 2 c.i case.
The final result is also exactly same as the result for 12c.i 
contribution except for an overall numerical factor and so will not be 
written in its entirety here. We have c(12^  = - f c ^ ’en-. These coefficients are 
tabulated for the first few moments in Table VI.
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The final diagram, that of Fig. 12d, comes from keeping two broken 
lines and one lowest-order propagator. We also need to have a gluon 
propagator connecting two ends of broken lines. As mentioned before, the 
diagram with the gluon propagator removed is zero because of z's sitting 
beside each other in all the traces.
The two broken lines will be represented by the lowest term in the 
field expansion:
(0|Tu„(0)up(x)|0) -> J ^ S ^ u u ) .
We use the for the gluon propagator:
(0|TA;(x)A5(y)|0) = 8 ^  (dk)e'ik(x-y) ^ .
There are many possibilities for the location of the gluon propagator. 
However, there will be a zero result for some of these cases. Any 
positioning of the gluon propagator such that there is any broken line 
which has no part of the gluon propagator attached to it will vanish. The 
reason is that in the traces the delta function on the Dirac indices coming 
from the bare broken line will cause two 2 's to be adjacent. This means that 
the gluon propagator can never attach to the lowest-order quark propagator 
line nor can it connect two ends of the same broken line. Diagrams in 
which the gluon propagator connects the same ends of the two broken lines, 
i. e. either both of the ends evaluated at x or both of the ends evaluated at 0 , 
are also zero. In this case, they are zero because the factors of momentum 
around this loop cancel in the exponential, leaving an integral of the form 
(m>0 )
j ( d k ) ^
which is zero for the same reasons given for the disappearance of the
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factors of (z-m 1)n(z‘in3)p from the numerator during the evaluation of the 
integrals for the purely perturbative diagram.
In addition to these overall cases where a diagram is zero, some of 
the diagrams which have the coefficient a are zero for another reason. 
The diagrams multiplying b and c have all of their Dirac parts contained 
in a single trace while for a the Dirac parts are split into two traces. In the 
case where the gluon propagator connects broken lines which are parts of 
different traces instead of the same one, there will be an odd number of 
gamma matrices in each trace, and so the result will be zero.
The only x dependence is in the exponentials coming from the quark 
propagators so for the broken line any derivatives acting on the end without 
the gluon propagator attached will be zero, and any derivatives acting on 
the other end will give factors of (z • k)n‘.
The color and Fermi factors together give an overall factor of +4.
For this case, we use A for the broken line with the gluon propagator 
attached to the x end. This will match the factors of dtyH) in the individual 
terms. We use B for the broken line with the gluon propagator attached to 
the 0 end which will match the (y^k) in the individual terms, and we use C 
for the 0(g°) propagator line which matches the kj. For the momentum 
which runs through the quark, gluon, and quark propagators from x to 0  
we use k. Including only the terms which we have not already said are 
zero, we get
J S ‘ = - if (V ^ C u ) , Jd*x(dkc)(dk)eM’-‘-^ l^ ^ ^ ^ 5 „ i 0
x(C?)aP(2 C)a1j^t.t{a[8 n0 (ky'‘)ao,(y^k)w,k3tl.+ (z-k)n(ky'‘)a(j,(Y(lk)pa.k3Tt,
+(z • k)n(y(lk)aa,(kY%.k3Tt. + 8 n0 (Y,k)ap,(kY'l)pa.k3tl,]
+6 [(z- k ir k ^ .fk Y ^ fy k )* . + 8 n0k 1„.(ky'V(Y,1k)t|j,
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+(z.k 1)nklaa.(y,lk)pt.(ky*lV + (z -k )nk 1„.(Y,k)pa.(ky'‘V
+5n0 (kYl‘)aa.k2^ (y(lk)t{1.+ (z-k 2 )n(ky‘l)at.k2Pa.(Y(lk V
+ ( z - k ) n(y Rk ) „ ,k 2|it.(kY'lV + ( z - k 2)n(Y|lk )ai.k 2pa.(kY'1V  
+ 8 no(kYtl)aa.(Y(lk )(k.k 3xjj. +  (z  • k )n(k y |l)0l.(Y|lk)p0.k 3* .
+ (z  • k T ( y f » U V V W  +  )pa'^3iP']
+ c [(z  • k )nk lap.(kY»l V ( Y (lk )ra. +  (z  • k )nk lat.(kY,l)w.(Y|lk )TO, 
+ s n0k lajl.(Y(lk )(k.(kY,l)ta, + 8 n0k lcn.(Y(lk)pp,(kY'‘)w ,
+ (z  • k ) ’ (kYt‘)ap,k2(k.(Y ,k )ta. +  ( z - k ) ”(kYtl )at'k2(jp.(Y  ^* )« '
+sno(YH^ )alj^ 2/k'(^'‘)m' + s . 0 (Y ^w «'^(Jty|1)«'
+(z • k3 )n (ky*1 Jop. (y^k) .^ k3ta. + (z • k3)" (ky11 )„*. (y Hk)pp. k3ta. 
+(z-k3 )n(y^k)aP.(ky'‘V k 3ta.+ (z-k 3 )n(y(lk)at((kyll)1Jp.k3ra.]}.
The traces all give ±32(z k)2(z kj) or twice that in the case of traces 
multiplying a. Many of the terms multiplying c cancel.
The integrals have been carried out previously during the evaluation 
of diagram 1 2 a.ii.
Using those results we can write the final result:
J(i2dn) = [ - 4 -(Varuu)2 (z-q)n,+n*+n*+n+3T  -----------------  —
[n q  J^9(n1 + n2 +n3+n + 2 )!>
x{2 a[8 n0n 1 !8 Oi0 (n3 + 1 )!+ (nx + n)!8 ni0 (n3 + 1)!+ Sni0 (n2 + n)!(n3 + 1)!
+8 no8 ni0n2 !(n3 + 1)!]+6 t-(nx + n + l)!n2 !8 n j0  + + l)!n2 !8 „ j 0
- (n x + n+ DlS^ongS+fnj + l)!8 nj0 (n3 +n)!+8 „0n 1 !(n2 + l)!8 „ i 0  - n x!(n2 + n+ l)!8 n30 
+8 ni0 (n2 + l)!(n3 + n )!-8 „i0 (n2 + n + D!n3 !+8 n0n 1!8 „i0 (n3 + l)!+(nx + n)!8 nj0 (n3 +1)!
+8 Oi0 (n2 + n)!(n3 + 1 )!+ 8 n08 ni0n2 !(n3 + 1 )!] + 2 c[n1!8 „t0 (n3 + n + 1 )!
+8 n,0n2 !(n3 + n + 1 )!]}.
The contributions from this diagram to the four-quark condensate are 
tabulated for the first few moments in Table VI.
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The sum of all contributions from Fig. 12 are given for the first few 
moments in Table IV.
We have now calculated the correlator in two ways, and the two 
limits should give the same result for some intermediate Q2. We can 
summarize the results so far as
The left hand side of Eqn. 11.14 is good in the limit Q2 -»<» while we 
would like to evaluate the right hand side near the delta mass to enhance 
the contribution from the delta. To facilitate the matching, we perform a 
transformation which will give a heavier weight to the lower Q2 
contributions while at the same time making the expansion on the left hand 
side converge more quickly and thus making its evaluation at a lower Q2 
more valid. Such a transformation is the Borel transformation which is 
given by
n.C Borel Transformation
Im M -c f 'V ln f-q 2)
= 7tr("’n)[8 +(q2 -  m2) + 8 +(q2 -  m2B)] + 0 (q2 -  s(K>)Im(J^rt).
We can be more explicit by noting that
Im(J<P™ ) = I m ^ c f ’n)q2 ln(-q2)j
«(f (Q2 )) = ^  J“ dq2 e"4**7"* Im(f(q2))
or equivalently by
®(f(Q2))=
Q1   \  /
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These forms are discussed in  detail in Ref. 15. Note that in the 
transformation process, the variable q2 is replaced by the Borel mass M2. It 
might seem that additional Borel transforms would further enhance the 
accuracy of the sum rules. However, after the first transform, the weight 
function in the integral is no longer positive definite, and the sum rules are 
harder to analyse with an oscillating weight function. 1 5
It will be convenient to use the first form for transforming the right 
hand side, and the second form for the left hand side.
For the second and third terms on the left hand side we can write the 
general case
We see from the general case that the convergence of the perturbative 
expansion is improved by the factorial in the denominator. We get for the
For the right hand side, the imaginary parts are already displayed so 
we just need to carry out the integrals which are easily done giving
where we have put only terms involving the residue on the left hand side.
from which we have
first term on the left hand side ®(q2 ln(-q2)) = -M 4.
®(q2 0 (q2 -  s(fr’n))) = (m2 + s(H-n)) .
71
-■ S n , /M *
The Borel transformed equation now reads
2
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II.D Determination of Moments
The matching process to determine the moments consists of 
calculating the residue for different values of s(5,n) over a range of M2 and 
locating the flattest area of r(JI,n) for which both the continuum and the 
nonperturbative contributions are less than approximately four-tenths of 
the perturbative contribution. In other words, the matching will be done 
with the Borel transformed equation solved for the residue, and we look for 
values of s(",n> where the function approximates a constant in M2 and while 
the nonperturbative and continuum contributions are small enough. We 
also have the constraints that we want the function to be flat at reasonable 
values of M2 and s(",n). That is, we want the matching to occur where M is 
near the mass of the delta and where the continuum starts above the mass 
of the highest resonance being considered. If the function is not flat for a 
reasonable range of M2 under these constraints for a given moment the 
sum rules are unstable, i.e., the sum rules fail, and we cannot obtain a 
value for that moment.
In practice, the flat regions generally occur where the ratio of the 
nonperturbative to the perturbative contributions are well below 0.4 when
s(5,n) is chosen to be as small as possible in order to maximize the flatness of 
the curve. The limiting factor is keeping the continuum term under 40 
percent of the perturbative term. In most cases a minimum or maximum 
in r(",n) occurs in the flat region, and we take the value of r(n,n) at that point 
to be its value.
For the condensates, we use the standard values of
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(^ Ga)=12xl°aGeV4
and
I^ JaL^ anj2 = 18 x 10-4  GeV6.
The quark-quark condensate is extracted from experimental data, and the 
gluon-gluon condensate gotten from fitting the sum rules for charmonium 
decays. See Section 6  of Ref. 15 for a discussion.
Then, in order to estimate the error incurred by modelling the 
complete set of resonances as one resonance and a continuum contribution, 
we vary s(",n) by 15 percent around its best value (7.5 percent in each 
direction) and determine the resulting range of residue. The entire 
matching procedure is then repeated using two resonances and a 
continuum. The second resonance mass is taken to be 1.9 GeV. The 
middle values for s(K,n> for the one resonance case fall in the range 2.7-4.1
GeV2, and for the two resonance case, they fall around 4.0 GeV2. The 
residue hits its extremum in general where the Borel mass M is near 1.2 
GeV for the one resonance case and near 1.4 GeV for the two resonance 
case. The range of M over which the function changes from its extremum 
value by one percent varies from 0.28 GeV to 0.43 GeV for the one resonance 
moments. The results are a little flatter for the two resonance case with the 
flat region being 0.32 GeV to >0.61 GeV wide. For the one resonance 
matching, the ratio of the quark-quark condensate term to the perturbative 
term is from two to ten percent and the ratio of the gluon-gluon condensate 
term to the perturbative term is from two to five percent. Those ratios for 
the two resonance case are from one to six percent and from one-tenth to 
three percent, respectively.
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The range of moments calculated from the residues are shown in 
Table VII for the one and two resonance cases along with the results for the 
normalization constant fA. The sum rules are unstable for the moment 
y(i.i.o) when one resonance is included and for the moment V(10,0) in the 
case of two resonances. The results with one and two resonances are in 
good agreement.
A model for the moments is also presented in Table VII. It is based 
on the results for both one and two resonances except for the moments for 
which the sum rules failed for one of the matchings. The values for those 
moments are derived from the other moments using the constraints 
imposed by momentum conservation:
yd.o.o) _ iQ_y(o.o.D) 
y(M,o) _ l.iyW .o .1) _ y(2,o,o) _y(i,o,i)
The model also fulfills the remaining constraint imposed by momentum 
conservation: V<0,0,1) = 2Va,0,1> + V<0,0,2). This is easily accommodated by the 
results from the matching. The value for fA for the model is taken to be the 
value gotten from the one resonance matching. The reason is that in the 
two resonance matching, we have assumed that the residue is the same for 
both resonances which in fact may not be the case, so that the value for fA 
gotten from the two resonance matching is contaminated with the value for 
the higher resonance. The asymptotic results are also shown for 
comparison. The error bars shown for the model are derived from the 
ranges for the one and two resonance cases and are taken to be the largest 
difference between the model value and the edges of the ranges. Some 
errors have been reduced by assuming the errors are uncorrelated and
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TABLE VII. Moments for the nucleon, delta, Su , and lowest-lying negative 
parity isospin three-halves state determined by the matching procedure 
with one resonance included and two resonances included and the models 
derived from these results which fulfill all momentum constraints. 
Results in parentheses are derived from the values for other moments, not 
the sum rules directly. The asymptotic results are also shown. Units for 
the f, are KT3 GeV2. Some errors have been reduced by using the 
momentum conservation relation^,_
Moment _______ Nucleon________  Su(1535)_______  Asvmp.
1  Res. 2  Res. Model 1  Res. 2  Res. Model
y W )
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
yU.o,o) .34-.42 .34-.42 .38±.015 .32-.41 .32-.41 .365±.020 *=.33
y(o,o,p .21-.26 .22-.27 .24±.03 .24-.30 .24-.31 .27±.04 i- .3 3
y(2.o,o) .20-.25 .18-. 23 .2 2 ± . 0 2 .16-.20 .16-.20 .1851.025 *=.14
y(o,o,2) .1 0 -. 1 2 .1 0 -. 1 2 .1 1 ± . 0 1 .1 0 -. 1 2 .1 0 -. 1 2 .1 1 1 . 0 1 *-.14
yd,i,o) .08-.09 .08-. 1 0 .09±.01 .08-.11 .09-. 11 .1 0 ± . 0 1 £  =.095
yd.o,i) .05-.07 .06-.07 .0651.015 .07-.09 .07-.09 .08±.01 £  =.095
^d.0 ,0) -.16--.13 -.14—.11 -.14±.02 -.11--.09 -.11-.08 -.096±.011 0
^(2,0 ,0) -.1 2 - .  1 0 -.11-.09 -.1 1 ± . 0 2 -.09-.07 -.08-.06 -.075±.011 0
^(1,0,1) -.03-.03 -.03--.02 -.03±.006 -.0 2 - . 0 2 -.0 2 - . 0 2 -.021±.003 0
fi 5.1±.2 4.6±.2 5.1±.2 9.7±.4 7.4±.3 9.7±.4
Moment A(1232) I = f , 2 > = - Asvmp.
1 Res. 2  Res. Model 1 Res. 2  Res. Model
y(o,o.o)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
yd,o,o) .23-.30 Unstable (.305) .28-.37 .29-.37 .325±.045 *-•33
y(o,o,i) .36-.45 .33-.45 .39±.05 .30-.40 .30-.39 .35±.05 *-.33
y(2,o,o) .10-. 13 .11-.15 .1251.025 .1 2 -. 16 .13-. 16 .14±.02 *=.14
y(0,0 ,2) .19-.23 .16-. 2 2 .20±.04 .14-. 18 .14-.17 .16±.02 *=.14
yd.1.0) Unstable .06-.08 (.085) .08-. 1 0 .08-. 1 0 .09±.01 £=.095
yd.o.i) .08-. 1 0 .08-. 1 1 .0951.015 .08-. 1 1 .08-. 1 0 .0951.015 £  =.095
f, 13.0±.9 ll.6db.095 13.0±.9 2 0 .0 ±1 . 6 16.0±1.2 2 0 .0 1 1 . 6
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TABLE VII. Continued. Results from Refs. 20 (COZ) and 21 (KS). Their 
resu lts are given in  terms of the moments of <j>cz(x1,x2 ,x3) = 
V f X p X a . X a )  -  A ( x 1, x 2, x 3)  .
Moment Kiner-Sachraida  Moment COZ Nucleon
Sum Rules Model Sum Rules Model
y ( o ,o ,o ) 1 1 1 1
y (  i.o,o) . 3 4 - . 4 2 . 3 8 ± . 0 1 . 5 4 - . 6 2 . 5 7 9 1 . 0 3 1
y ( o .o . i )
. 2 2 - . 2 6 . 2 4 ± . 0 2 <k».W»9 c z . 1 8 - . 2 0 . 1 9 2 1 . 0 1 2
y ( 2 .o,o)
. 1 8 - . 2 4 . 2 2 1 . 0 2 5 <k<o.o.UYCZ . 2 0 - . 2 5 . 2 2 9 1 . 0 2 9
y ( o .o ,2 )
. 1 0 - . 1 2 . 1 2 1 . 0 2 <•,(2.0.0)9 c z . 3 2 - . 4 2 . 3 6 9 1 . 0 4 3
y (  1.1.0 ) . 0 8 - .  1 0 . 1 0 1 . 0 2 <(,(0.2.0)YCZ . 0 6 5 - . 0 8 8 . 0 6 8 1 . 0 2 0
y d , o . i ) . 0 6 - . 0 7 . 0 6 1 . 0 1 <(,(0.0.2)YCZ . 0 9 - .  1 2 . 0 8 9 1 . 0 3 1
<(,(1.0,0)
Y c z . 4 6 - . 5 9 . 5 5 1 . 0 4
<(,(1,1.0)
YCZ . 0 8 - .  1 0 . 0 9 7 1 . 0 1 7
A (2 .° .°)
YCZ . 2 7 - . 3 7 . 3 5 1 . 0 8
<(,(1.0.1)
YCZ . 0 9 - .  1 1 . 1 1 3 1 . 0 2 3
« & 0,1> . 0 9 - .  1 1 . 1 0 1 . 0 1 « & u ) - . 0 3 - . 0 3 . 0 2 7 1 . 0 5 7
fN 5 . 1 ± . 4 5 . 1 1 . 4 fN 5 . 0 1 . 3 5 . 0 1 . 3
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using the momentum conservation relations. It should be kept in mind 
that these errors give an idea only about the uncertainties due to the form 
for the resonance evaluation and do not reflect errors due to not including 
higher order perturbative terms, higher order condensates, etc.
II.E The Delta Distribution Amplitude
From the values for the moments given in the previous section we 
can derive a model for the delta distribution amplitude in terms of the first 
six Appell polynomials. The moments of the Chemyak-Zhitnitsky style 
distribution amplitude,
♦?(*,) = 120xlxax3;f;Bll$(x1), (11.15)
n« 0
have been worked out in terms of the coefficients Bn in Ref. 36. Using the 
fact that <J>“ (x 1,x 2 ,x3) = V(x1,x2 ,x3 ) -V (x 3 ,x 1,x2) + V(x2 ,x 1,x3), we can invert 
those results and write
B0 = l
Bx = 2 1 (Va 0,0)+ |V (0,0,1) -1 )  = 0
B2 = *t(2 Va,0,0) -  V<0,0,1) -■£)
jj3 _  ^ L(3V(1*0,o) — !>'V(0,0,1) + 5V(2,0,0) + 2V<0,0,2) — f )
B4 = ifa(6 V<1,0,0) + 3 V(0>0il) -  3) = 0
Bb = f  (-42V(1’°'0) + 21V<0,0,1) + 42V<2,0,0) -  35V<0'°’2> + 6 ).
Note that the coefficients multiplying the Appell polynomials which are 
antisymmetric under the exchange of the two same helicity quarks, Bx and 
B4, are zero due to momentum conservation which is as it must be for 
isospin three-halves particles. Using the model values for the moments we
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get the coefficients shown in Table VIII. The errors shown come from 
combining the errors for the moments from Table VII in an uncorrelated 
(RMS) way. The coefficients are also quoted in Brodsky-Lepage notation. 
See Appendix C for the conversion factors.
II.F N-A Transition Amplitude and Comparison with Data
In this section we present the N-A helicity amplitude, A1/2. The hard 
scattering amplitude for this process has been calculated previously in Ref.
23. The results from that reference are given in terms of the distribution 
amplitude coefficients in Brodsky-Lepage notation for the transition 
amplitude G£T* which is defined analogously to the proton magnetic form 
factor GMp. The relation between the two amplitudes is given by 
Q3A 1/2 = e[2 mN(m* -  m2N)]-*Q4G 5 f = 0.277GeV"*Ggf*A*.
We calculate A , /2 for both the King-Sachrajda and the Chernyak- 
Ogloblin-Zhitnitsky nucleon distribution amplitudes. We show the 
distribution amplitude coefficients for these two amplitudes in Table VIII 
along with errors derived from the errors on their moments given in Table 
VII. These references quote ranges for their moments gotten from doing 
the matching with one resonance and then adding another resonance of 
mass 1.5 GeV and in each case varying s(n'n) by 15 percent. They then give a 
model based on their sum rule results which fulfills all the momentum 
conservation constraints. We derived the errors shown for the moments in 
the same way as for the delta.
Using these results and the results from Ref. 23 we get
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TABLE VHI. Coefficients for the distribution amplitudes for the delta, the 
lowest-lying negative parity isospin three-halves state, the S u , and the KS 
and COZ nucleons. The Bj are the results in Chemyak-Zhitnitsky notation 
as defined in Eqn. 11.15 and the Nj are the results in Brodsky-Lepage 
notation. The connection between the two conventions is shown in 
Appendix C.
i Delta t-H II a|w II 1
B, N, B, Nj
0 1 .5521.038 1 .8491.679
2 -1.1911.05 -.6561.581 -.3501.840 -.2971.751
3 -1.8312.66 -1.0111.47 -.37812.03 -.3211.74
5 -2.00114.76 -1.1018.14 -.11110.82 -.09219.19
i KS Nucleon COZ Nucleon S„(1535)
B, Nj B, Nj Bj Nj
0 1 .1081.009 1  .1061.006 1 .2061.009
1 3.26±1.26 -.203±.081 3.68±.87 -.225±.055 2.011.64 -.2381.077
2 -1.3011.26 -.1401.137 -1.481.13 -.1571.016 -.6761.240 -.1391.050
3 3.9713.29 .4291.358 2.9012.28 .3071.243 1.5611.41 .32201.291
4 .945146.2 -.05912.89 -6.6132.6 .40511.99 -2.55120.49 .30312.43
5 1.03120.39 .11112.21 1.0313.48 .1091.369 .38313.63 .0791.747
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3- , f(0.05±0.55)GeVe/a KS Nucleon
1 1/2'~ 1(0.03 ± 0 .43 )GeV5/2 COZ Nucleon 
where we have used as =0.3. The data for the delta are shown in Fig. 13.
The data are obtained from experiments measuring cross sections for
e + N -» e '+ X  with the background subtracted incoherently. Perturbative
QCD predicts that A1/2 falls as 1/Q 3 and A3/2 as 1/Q 5, neglecting powers of
ln(Q2). If we take A3 /2  as small compared to A 1/2 then the fact that the data
still seem to be falling at the highest Q2 points means the data may stabilize
at the present value of around 0.8 GeVB/2 or may drop to a lower value. In
either case, the results with both the King-Sachrajda and the Chernyak-
Ogloblin-Zhitnitsky nucleon distribution amplitudes are in the right range
since they are both slightly less than the present value of the data at highest
Q2.
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FIG. 13. Plot of Q3 (Ai/2  + Ag/2)1/a for the A(1232). Hollow points are from Ref. 
37, and solid points are from Ref. 38 .
CHAPTER m
Distribution Amplitudes for Other Low-Lying Resonances
In this chapter we present distribution amplitudes for the lowest- 
lying negative parity states for isospin one-half and three-halves. Since the 
light-cone formalism does not distinguish between different total angular 
momentums but only between helicities, there are two possible resonances 
contributing to each of the isospin states. The resonance for which we 
calculate the distribution amplitude is actually a combination of these two 
states. For the isospin one-half state, the two resonances are the Sn(1535) 
and the D13(1520). However, since at lower Q2  where a separation of the 
data is possible, the Su(1535) dominates, we will refer to our state as the 
Sn(1535). For the isospin three-halves state, the two candidates are the 
S31(1650) and the D33(1670). For this case, we have no information about 
which, if  either, of these states dominate.
In determining the distribution amplitudes for these two negative
A A . .
parity states, we need versions of the operators V, A, and J which have 
the same spins as the nucleon and the delta, but which have the opposite 
parity. This entails the adding and the taking out of some factors of y5 in 
the operators defined previously. As mentioned before, in the actual 
calculation, the factors of y6 cancel so that the results are the same, 
regardless of parity, with the exception of the masses of the resonances. 
The higher value for the masses causes the matching to proceed a little 
differently giving us different values for the moments. The values for s(n,n)
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end up also having higher values as we would expect. We show the results 
for the distribution amplitude of the S u(1535) and the resulting nucleon- 
Su (1535) helicity amplitudes with some data in section III.A In section
II.B we show the results for the negative parity isospin three-halves state.
III.A Su(1535) Distribution Amplitude and the 
Nucleon-Sn(1535) Transition Amplitudes
The relevant operators and expansions for a negative parity isospin 
three-halves state are
(0|u,o(z1)ujp(z2 )d{(z3 )eijk|S11(pA)) = i^{(pC)aPNT(p,X)V(zi • p)
+(PYbC)o0  (YrN (p, X. ) ) 7 A(zj • p) + (ic(lvpvC)aP(Y|1N(p,X))7 T(zi • p)}
Vf>(0) = [(iz • D)n‘ua(0)T (C*)*[(iz • D)n* up(0)]j[(iz • D)n* dt(0)]k eyk 
A f(0 ) = [(iz.D)n‘ua(0)]i(Cj5Y6 )afJ[(izD )n>up(0)]j[(izD r (Y 6d(0))t]kep  
J<t?)(0 ) = {a[(iz-D)nua(0)]i(C«)a(JuJ(0)dk.(0) + 6[(iz.D)nua(0)]i(C«)apdj(0)uk(0) 
+c[(izD)ndo(0)]i(C2)apuJ(0)u^(0)}eijk 
where a = - 6 = l and c - 0. The corresponding expansion for the positive 
parity nucleon has a yB inserted in front of each spinor, and V, A, and J(n) 
for the nucleon can be gotten by inserting a Yg in front of the fields with 
Dirac indices x or
The results for the correlator are the same for the two sets of 
operators. In the quark evaluation, taking J(n> causes the extra yB in the 
nucleon operators to go to a negative Yg since y °y ly °= -y B■ Then in the 
traces the extra Yg fr°m V or A and the extra one from J(n> sit on opposite 
sides of the t n. from the correlator. Anticommuting the yB through gives 
another minus sign so the overall effect is the same as if  they were not
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there. In the resonance evaluation, the extra y6 from V or A and the extra 
ones from the expansion of (0|u„(z1)u^(z2 )d^(z3 )E4jk|p,X) again cancel, giving 
the same result for (0|V(0)|p,A.) and (0|A(0)|p,A.) as in the negative parity 
case, leaving the overall resonance evaluation result the same.
This means that results previously presented for the nucleon can be 
used for the negative parity state. Some of these results are19, 2 0 ’2 1  that 
there is less redundancy in the isospin one-half case so that there is only 
one relation connecting V, A, and T so that we need to calculate two of these 
operators (we choose V and A ). Also the residue has a slightly different 
form: r™  = 4|f|2 V(B)[Va °'0) -  Aa °’0) + ^ V^0'0] .
As an aside, it is now possible to justify using the general results for 
the coefficients c|s,n) calculated with the delta operators only with different 
values for a, b, and c to give the nucleon coefficients. Since for the quark 
evaluation of the correlator, the operators V and J(n> are the same for the 
delta and the Su and thus for the nucleon, modulo choices for a, b, and c, 
the general expressions for the coefficients cjn,n) presented for the delta will 
be those for the nucleon when evaluated with the proper values of a, b, 
and c. We should mention that our nucleon coefficients match exactly the 
results of King and Sachrajda. Our nucleon moments are shown along 
with the KS moments in Table VII to show their agreement.
The results for the Sn moments are also shown in Table VII. The 
matching and errors were done in the same manner as for the delta. The 
masses used were 1.535 GeV for the primary resonance and 1.7 GeV for the 
second resonance. For the one resonance case, the continuum starts at 
around (s(K’1))1/2 =2.2-2.3 GeV and the extrema are at M's between 1.5 and 1.6 
GeV for the V moments and slightly higher than that for the A's. For two
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resonances, we have (s(ff,1>)1/a=2.3-2.4 GeV and M=1.5-1.7 GeV for the V's 
and again slightly higher for the A's. For both the one and two resonance 
cases we have that at the extrema the ratio of the quark-quark condensate 
term to the perturbative term is around a few percent, and the ratio of the 
gluon condensate to the perturbative term is a couple percent. The ratio of 
the continuum contribution to the perturbative term is just less than 40 
percent. We note that the Su moments exhibit the asymmetry that the 
nucleon does but to a lesser degree. Every Su moment is as close as or 
closer to the asymptotic values than that of the corresponding nucleon 
moment.
19We can again use the results of Ref. 36 along with 
♦“ (1,2,3) = V(l,2,3) -  A(l,2,3) 
to get the distribution amplitude coefficients from the moments. The 
results are shown in Table VIII. The magnitude of the coefficients of the 
nonleading Appell polynomials decreases for this resonance compared 
with both the KS nucleon and the COZ nucleon in every case except for the 
coefficient of the fourth Appell polynomial which, as can be seen by the 
large error bars, is very uncertain due to the large numbers the moment 
errors are multiplied by in the extraction process.
Using this distribution amplitude, the nucleon distribution 
amplitudes, and the results of Ref. 24, we can calculate the helicity 
amplitudes for N —»Sn . Ref. 24 gives the results for the electromagnetic 
transition amplitudes GMp and GMn in terms of the Brodsky-Lepage style 
distribution amplitude coefficients N{ for the nucleon. We can use these 
results by symmetrizing the coefficients as such
NiN, ^(Nf'Nj11 + N fN f“).
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Then using Q3A1/2(N -> S u) = 0.182GeV3/2Q4GMN^ Su, we get
/ o m f0.22± 0.14 GeV5' 2 KS NucleonQaA1/2(p ^ S 1J  = ^
1 1 2  H |0 .19 ±0.10 GeV6' 2 COZ Nucleon
and
_ Q. t „ Nl f0.09± 0.08 GeV5 ' 2 KS Nucleon
Q A1/2 (n -» S u)
1 1 2  1 [0.09 ± 0.06 GeV6 ' 2 COZ Nucleon
We present the results for the neutron in the case that data for the 
transition between the neutron and the neutral S u become available at 
some time in the future. The data for the proton-Sn are shown in Fig. 14. 
It looks as though the data seem to stabilize at Q3 |A1/2| = 0.28 GeV6' 2 for Q2 
above 6  GeV2. The value calculated here with either nucleon distribution 
amplitude is somewhat lower than the data; however, the data are within 
the error bars of both values.
III.B 1=3/2 Negative Parity State Distribution Amplitude
The 1=3/2 negative parity state has the same relation to the delta as 
the Sn has to the nucleon. The relevant operators can be gotten by adding a 
y5 in front of the NH's in Eqn. II. 1 and adding y6 in front of the fields 
associated with the t's in V^ H> and J*n) for the delta.
We need only repeat the matching for the delta with a higher mass 
resonance. We use a compromise mass of 1.66 GeV between the two 
candidate resonances, S31(1650) and D33(1670). For the mass of the second 
resonance, when we include it, we use 1.9 GeV. The results of the 
matching are shown in Table VII. For the one resonance matching, the 
continuum starts in the range (s(",l))1/2 =2.2-2.4 GeV, and the extrema occur 
at a Borel mass of between 1.5 and 1.7 GeV. For the two resonance
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FIG. 14. Plot of Q3A1/2 for the Sn(1535). Open circles are separated data 
containing only the Su(1535). The rest are from total cross-section data 
using the assumption that the Su(1535) dominates. Black circles are from 
Ref. 38 while the gray and hollow circles are from Ref. 37.
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case, we have (s(H,1))l/a in the range 2.4-2.S GeV and the extrema at 1.5 to 1.9 
GeV. For both cases, the quark-quark condensate contribution compared to 
the perturbative term is only about 0.5 percent while the gluon condensate 
term is about one percent of the perturbative term. As usual, the 
continuum term is between 35 and 40 percent of the perturbative 
contribution.
The results with the higher mass give more stable results than at the 
delta mass. The moments, like the moments of the Su compared to the 
nucleon, are closer to their totally symmetric asymptotic values compared 
to the delta and in fact are very close to their asymptotic values especially 
the higher moments. We present the model for the moments in Table VII 
and the resulting distribution amplitude coefficients in Table VIII. The 
distribution amplitude is consistent with being totally symmetric. At 
present, the isospin three-halves contribution to the data cannot be 
separated from the isospin one-half resonances which could quite possibly 
dominate, so the data now available are not applicable to our results.
CHAPTER IV 
Comments on Errors
The errors quoted for the results in this dissertation are based solely 
on uncertainties in the matching procedure and on the form for the higher 
resonances and continuum. There are several other sources of error which 
we would like to mention.
We have neglected all perturbative contributions except for the lowest 
order. Perturbative corrections vary from process to process and can range 
from ten percent to over 100 percent. We have no information by which to 
know what these corrections would be in this case. However, it is possible 
that they will be significant.
We have considered only the four-quark and the gluon-gluon 
condensates and have neglected the higher-order condensates. Again we 
cannot really estimate if  keeping these other condensates would change our 
results other than to say that one would naively expect these contributions 
to be down by factors of m/Q.
We have also used the vacuum saturation hypothesis to reduce the 
four-quark condensate to a square of the quark-quark condensate. Unlike 
the case for the nucleon, the contribution from the four-quark condensate 
term is at most ten percent of the perturbative term in all the the other three 
resonances considered here, and so these results are less sensitive to the 
approximation used for the four-quark condensate. For the same reason, 
our results are also less sensitive to the value used for the quark-quark
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condensate.
Uncertainties in the value used for the gluon condensate are also 
m inim ized  by the fact that, for our resonances, the gluon condensate term 
is never more than about five percent of the perturbative term.
It should be mentioned that the approximations we have made also 
apply to the calculations of many other quantities which have gotten results 
in good agreement with experiment. For that reason, in addition to the fact 
that the results for our form factors and helidty amplitudes are also in good 
agreement with the data where data are available, we can have some 
confidence that our results are valid in spite of the approximations made.
CHAPTER V 
Conclusions
We have calculated the normal isovector and also the isoscalar 
nucleon axial vector form factors using perturbative QCD to leading order 
in as and to leading twist for various nucleon distribution amplitude 
models. The various models give values for Q4g A of between 1  and 2  GeV4 
which is about one and a half times the proton magnetic form factors for 
the respective models. All models give results for gA which are consistent 
with the data extrapolated to high Q2, with the COZ model giving the result 
closest to the central value of the data. The measurements have been made 
only up to Q2 = 3GeV2, however, so that the experimental value may change 
when higher Q2 data become available.
For the isoscalar case we get of values of Q4GA) = 0 .7 5 - LOGeV4 
which are about half those for the isovector case. The results await data 
with which to compare. Predictions for the isoscalar axial vector mass at 
high Q2 are given and are found to be in the range L2-L3G eV which is 
slightly higher than the experimental value for the isovector case at 
Q2 -  3GeV2 which is 1.05 GeV.
We have also obtained results for the N-A and N - S n transition 
amplitudes from model distribution amplitudes extracted from QCD sum 
rules. The distribution amplitudes for the delta, Su , and lowest-lying 
negative parity isospin three-halves state are all closer to their totally 
symmetric asymptotic forms than the nucleon which is notable for its
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asymmetric form. The three distribution amplitudes derived here vary in 
their closeness to the asymptotic form with the Su still clearly exhibiting 
some asymmetry and the negative parity isospin three-halves state being 
consistent with total symmetry.
The N-A transition amplitudes from the KS and the COZ nucleon 
distribution amplitudes are slightly lower than the highest Q2 data 
available with the KS model giving the closer result. However, the data 
seems not to have reached their ultimate high Q2 form and the value may 
drop. The results for the proton-Sn transition amplitude are also slightly 
lower than the highest Q2 data available with the KS nucleon again giving 
the value closer to the data. The data seem to be leveling at a value of 
Q3A 1/2 ® 0.28 GeV6 ' 2 whereas the calculated values are about three-fourths 
that. In all cases, the theoretical values are consistent with experiment to 
within errors due to the matching procedure.
Results are also predicted for the neutron-Su transition amplitude 
for which there presently are no data with which to compare. The values 
predicted are slightly less than half the results for the proton-Sn case.
Given the uncertainties in the theoretical results and in the 
experimental data, we cannot distinguish between the two models for the 
nucleon distribution amplitude; we can, however, say that the two models 
give answers in the cases considered here which are close to each other in 
spite of the rather different numerical forms of the distribution amplitudes 
and which are all consistent with the data available at this time.
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APPENDIX A
RELATIONS USEFUL IN EVALUATING COLOR FACTORS
eiikei'jTt' ~ 8ii.8ij.8kk. -  8ii.8jk.8kj. 8y,8ji.8kk/+ -  S -^S^ .S^ , (A. 1)
TraAXB) = 28AB (A.2)
XAXA= f I  (A.3)
Tr(XA) = 0 (A.4)
Tr(I) = 3 (A.5)
[A.A,>.B] = 2ifABc^ C (A.6 )
2 Tr(XAXBA.c) = i f ^  + (Iabc (A. 7)
fABcfABC = 24 (A.8 )
dABCdABC= f  (A.9)
a A»>-B} = T8 AB + 2dABcA.c (A. 10)
Repeated indices are summed over. The indices A, B, and C run from one 
to eight, and the indices i, j, k, i', j', and k' run from one to three. To see 
Iabc » dABC, and the X matrices explicitly written out, see for example, 
Quantum Field  Theory by Itzykson and Zuber (McGraw-Hill 1980) pp.516- 
517.
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APPENDIX B 
FEYNMAN RULES FOR -iflfFOR TREE GRAPHS
a  (3 n v
•   •
i i' A B
- ^
(mquark = 0) - S - 8ab (Feynman Gauge)
P K
Ua(pA) u'a(p,X)
P
) Axial 
'Currenti
i-4»------ 1a
(YhYbU S s- aA)..-igs (Yu).H-'op
Notation used:
Color indices running 1...8: A, B 
Color indices running 1...3: i, i' 
Momenta: p, k
Helicity: X.
Dirac indices: a, P 
Lorentz indices: |i, v
APPENDIX C 
CONNECTION BETWEEN NOTATIONS FOR <j)
Nucleon Delta
J[dx]<()N(xi)=  1  
<t>N = 1 2 0  x^jjXaXBi^^i)i
J[dx]<t>f(xj) = l  
♦2Z = 12Qx tx2 Xg ^ Bj0i (Xj)
i
<t>N ^
N i= i $ 2 m B i  f o r i = ° > 2 . 3 . 5
fori = 1,4
*“ = ( x ) c
(I^ Xj )= J [d2kx fy(Xj ^ ii) = <t>s + <t>A 
/ [M d 'k J v C x j .k a f  =
J [ « | I ^ ] J ¥ sr W } - P . ,
<1)= x iX2 x3  ^  N ^ (Xj)
i
<t>f L(*i) = J [d2kx]\|/A( X,, k,x)
J [ d d H V W x ,* ,x)r« P iq
C  = x 1x 2x3 £N?<j>(xi)
i
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